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Covid. Delta. Omicron. Supply chain issues. Staff shortages. The past two years have felt 
like paddling out into a never-ending break, where, just past the next wave, or maybe 
two, there is calm water on the horizon. But, instead of cresting the green and reaching 
the place of calm, it feels like we keep getting caught in the whitewash, pummeled, and 
dragged back towards shore. It would have been easy to give up, to turn back. Yet still, 
the paddle sport industry has preserved, and most would argue, thrived. 

“New challenges bring new markets brings new opportunities,” states our industry ma-
gazine article looking at innovation over the past two years, but the theme applies to all 
the rest. “When the going gets tough, the tough get going,” says the old adage. It’s a 
never-give-up, work smarter, not harder, learn from your mistakes approach that speaks 
to the soul of paddle sports. 

Maybe it comes in part from the nature of the sports we pursue, where we must take 
lessons from the outdoors. We bring what the water teaches us to the rest of our lives; 
focus on what we can control. Minimize risk. Be willing to adapt and react. Scout and 
re-assess as needed, but keep paddling forward. 

In the past two years, the paddle sport industry has seen inordinate growth. As the pan-
demic took hold, people flocked to waterways as a way to distance safely, get exercise 
and enjoy time outside. All agree that the industry is poised to keep those who tried it 
invested and keep the paddle sports family growing. To do so, our broad focus needs 
to be on increasing accessibility, diversity, and enjoyment for those of all ages, sizes, 
genders, races, and skill levels. From the development of product ranges to the images 
and individuals marketing our products to the cost of gear, to the continued fight to get 
those products into the hands of those anxiously waiting and those who don’t yet know 
what they are missing, our choices shape our future.  

The beauty of the products we design is that they embody the adaptability our sports 
require. To this end, we have seen new innovations, from the small to the large, many 
of which are housed here in these pages or were on display at The Paddle Sports Show 

in Lyon. We see this in the expansion of product ranges—this year, for the first time 
ever, our Paddler’s Guide features a women’s-specific apparel section. But that is just 
the start. This annual paddler’s guide, also available online, features over 800 products 
for you to choose from, lust over, and dream about. We are sure there are many more to 
come. Our community is growing, and we are proud to be one of many platforms where 
paddlers around the world can access news and information, find common ground, ins-
pire new dreams, and share their experiences with the sport they love.  

We see this when we come together to share our visions and hopes for the future, as 
many did this past fall at The Paddle Sports Show in Lyon, France. With symposiums, 
lectures, digital content, a “testival” demo day, SUP race, kayak fishing tournament, and 
of course, exhibitors at the beautiful Halle Tony Garnier, we were able to celebrate, learn, 
grow, and challenge ourselves to think broader, to do better. We were reminded of what 
each of us brings to the table, and what it means to be part of the paddle sports family. 

As we continue to develop strong brand identities and team mentalities, we enter the 
year ahead with a renewed appreciation for all those who play a role in paddle sports, 
from assembly to production, shipping, and sales. We must continue to ask how all of our 
seemingly individual parts and pieces can add up to form a cohesive whole: A community 
larger than the sum of its parts. 

So here it is, the annual Paddler’s Guide, a collection of products (new and classic) all of 
which can be seen and tested at the international Paddle Sports Show in Lyon, France. 
Available in print or digitally at most online kiosks—but also on at Paddlerguide.com. 
As always, for free. 

The future is ours, and the horizon is out there. We will make it beyond the break. See 
you next year in Lyon. 

the Team at the Paddler's Guide/KS Publishing
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are safe in all conditions. The editor and/or publishers cannot be held responsible for any omissions of references to hazards from notes on these waters. They do not necessarily support advertising claims nor 
do they hold themselves responsible for inadequacies in items of equipment reviewed here.
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COMMIT IN COMFORT 
Commit to more laps, more tricks and more fun without 

committing a paycheck to your paddling top. The 
Stratos Jacket gives you comfortable, three-season 

protection to maximize your time on the water—and your 
gear budget. An easy-wearing GlideSkin™  neoprene 

neck seal and latex wrist gaskets keep the water 
out, while the twin waist mates with your spraydeck, 
keeping your core and cockpit dry. We build it with 

lightweight, breathable Hyprotex™  2.5 material and add 
convenient features like a PFD-friendly stash pocket 

to help you make the most out of every session. 

Stratos 
Men’s Jacket

Stratos 
Shorty

Stratos Women’s Jacket

nrs.com facebook.com/nrseurope  instagram.com/nrsweb  

https://www.nrs.com/
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THE ONE-STOP SHOP WEBSITE
 FOR PADDLESPORTS GEAR ADDICTS

FIND MORE ON PADDLERGUIDE.COM

https://www.paddlerguide.com/
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Kokatat is known for its high-quality dry gear, a reputation well-earned after 50 years in business. In 2021, Kokatat 
changed ownership and unveiled a new product with long-time partner W.L. Gore. Director of Sales Jeff Turner 
shares more insight on GORE-TEX PRO and what Kokatat has in store for the future. 

INTERVIEW: JEFF TURNER

PGM: Jeff, last year Kotatat celebrated 50 
years in business. Tell us more about Koka-
tat. How did you start?
JT: In the early years, Kokatat decided to fo-
cus our business in the paddle sports mar-
ket, manufacturing apparel designed to keep 
paddlers dry. The first significant milestone 
occurred when a friend of our founder, Steve O’Meara, asked if Steve could design 
some jackets for a crew planning a first descent of the Alsek River in Northern 
British Columbia, Canada. Kokatat has been driven to manufacture gear to keep 
paddlers dry and safe ever since.

PGM: What have been a few milestones along the way? 
JT: We launched our first paddling drysuit in 1987. It was a rear-entry model with 
the first integrated over-skirt. Three years later, in 1990, Kokatat introduced the first 
GORE-TEX drysuit for paddling. Since then, Kokatat GORE-TEX and Hydrus drysuits 
have become the market leaders in the category.

“AS AN INDUSTRY, WE ALL 
NEED TO WORK TOGETHER 

TO ENSURE THIS PANDEMIC-
RELATED SURGE OF BUSINESS 

HAS LONGEVITY.”

PGM: What lessons have you taken from 
the past five decades? 
JT: The key to our success over the last 50 
years has been consistency in design, manu-
facturing, and performance. Over 90% of our 
annual revenue comes from products we ma-
nufacture in our Arcata, California factory. Our 

dry wear is exclusively manufactured here in Arcata— that way, we can assure our 
customers that they will remain dry when wearing their Kokatat suits. Unlike many 
others in the business, each and every drysuit we manufacture is pressure tested to 
validate that the suit will be completely dry on the first day of use and many more.

PGM: There was big news this year when the company changed ownership. 
Who are the new owners, and can we expect any changes in the near future?
JT: Our founder started the company immediately following his graduation from 
Humboldt State University in 1971. In one form or another, Kokatat has been one 
of the mainstays of the Humboldt County community and, in recent decades, one 
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of the leading employers in our community. It is fitting that our new owner, Mark 
Loughmiller, is also a long-time Humboldt County business leader. We are driven 
to maintain a safe, diverse and enjoyable work environment in our company. Mark 
is committed to that end.

PGM: In a company that has become synonymous with quality, 
can we count on Kokatat to uphold this legacy?  
JT: Yes, absolutely. We thank all the sewing and sealing machine operators and 
the inspection crew in our factory. They are the ones who guarantee Kokatat will 
be dry for many years. 

PGM: Tell us more about GORE-TEX PRO. 
How did this product come about? What 
is the difference between this one of the 
original GORE-TEX? 
JT: Kokatat is one of the longest-standing 
GORE-TEX licensees in the world, and for 
many years we were the exclusive user of 
GORE-TEX fabrics in the paddle sports market. 
We have been working with W.L. Gore for four years on the development of this 
new GORE-TEX PRO laminate. In our opinion, it is the most rugged and durable 
waterproof/breathable fabric available for paddle sports dry garments. It has been 
specifically engineered to improve its environmental footprint by incorporating 
recycled face textiles that reduce water usage and CO2 emissions in production. It 
was an easy decision to move all our GORE-TEX drysuits to this new PRO laminate 
in 2021: We field-tested this new GORE-TEX laminate package over two years with 
remarkable success. All our test team athletes were impressed with the lightweight 
and durable performance. 

PGM: How has Kokatat dealt with the past two years? What were the biggest 
challenges or impacts due to Covid? How have you worked to find solutions? 
JT: The pandemic has been a challenge for so many, and our hearts go out to 

“THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS 
OVER THE LAST 50 YEARS 

HAS BEEN CONSISTENCY IN 
DESIGN, MANUFACTURING, 

AND PERFORMANCE.”

everyone who has experienced personal hardships due to Covid. One of the biggest 
lessons for our business has been to focus on being nimble and adapting quickly. 
So much is outside our control, so we focus on what we can control and ensure 
that those things are dialed in to drive us through the unseen surprises.

PGM: How do you explain this sudden explosion in paddle sports we’ve all expe-
rienced? What do you foresee in the next two years in the paddle sports business? 
JT: Covid brought so many new people to paddle sports as they looked for an 
activity outside that would reduce the exposure to the coronavirus. For the next 
few years, our goal is to convince all those new participants to stick with the sport. 

Most of these new paddlers are recreational 
paddlers with so many great choices to get 
on the water. Whether they choose a sit-on-
top, paddleboard, folding kayak, inflatable 
canoe, or pack raft, they are discovering the 
wonderful experience of human-powered 
paddling. As an industry, we all need to work 
together to ensure this pandemic-related 
surge of business has longevity.

PGM: You were not at The Paddle Sports Show in 2021 given travel bans on 
trans-ocean travels. Can dealers & buyers expect to see your new product 
line at the 2022 Paddle Sports Show in Lyon? 
JT: I sure hope so! Kokatat has been a long-term exhibitor at the European paddles-
ports trade shows, and we definitely want to get back there. Here in the North 
American market, we haven’t exhibited in a trade show for two years. I have more 
than 40 years in the Outdoor and Ski industries, and I really miss the opportunity 
to talk and socialize with our customers and colleagues. I am very hopeful that we 
will be back out there in 2022.

PGM: Any other projects on the horizon for the year ahead? 
JT: Lots!
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There might not have been much product on store shelves in 2021, but that doesn’t 
mean nothing was happening in the design room. Instead, “The pandemic forced 
most companies to take a good, long look at where they sit in the marketplace. It’s 
been an introspective moment for many as R&D almost felt like a luxury,” muses 
James McBeath of Jackson Kayak. Despite the 
challenges of 2020 and 2021 many companies 
worldwide invested heavily in innovation. New de-
velopments took place in multiple areas, from new 
boats and boards to new partnerships and finding 
ways to increase production, be more environmen-
tally friendly, or prioritize the customer experience. 

Innovation is “the practical implementation of ideas 
that result in new goods or services or improvement in offering goods or services” 
(User Experience UX). Product-wise, recent innovations in paddle sports are evident. 
Many companies unveiled new product lines and designs in 2020/2021 and are 
already working on more. “During the Corona Pandemic, the whole industry had 
a busy time getting boats and paddles to our customers, but we can’t stop ma-
king new products just because of that,” says Jochen Lettmann. “Our R&D Team is 
thinking of new designs every day.” Lettmann, whose production happens in-house, 
put out ten new boat models and three new paddle designs in the last two years. 
“For next year, we are planning on at least four new kayaks and a new paddle so 
that we will have new toys for our customers and us in 2022.” 

Innovation doesn’t happen overnight. “Yes, the past two years have allowed for 
innovation— mainly because anything really worth innovating on is being thought 
about three years in advance. What we were working on was being done well before 
the multitude of issues that Covid brought upon our industry,” explains Stig Larsson 
of the Canadian-based Level Six. “If anything, Covid has allowed us to introduce 
some products a little faster because we have sold clean on existing inventory at 
a faster pace than anticipated, which allowed us to fast track production on newer 
product lines.” 

Nearly two years of lockdowns and pandemic-living created new challenges and a new market, bringing 
inspiration and innovation in nearly every sector of paddlesports. 

INNOVATION IN 2021 
FROM CHALLENGE, COMES CHANGE

“IN TIMES OF CRISIS, 
INNOVATION IS NOT JUST 
THE KEY TO ADAPTING 
TO A NEW SITUATION BUT 
ALSO TO UNLOCKING 
POST-CRISIS GROWTH” 

From collaborations to new technologies, what we want and need influences in-
novation. The pandemic has impacted both. Spade Kayaks took advantage of the 
downtime in production and shipping to develop paddle and apparel lines. CS 
Canoes won the 2021 Paddle Sports Sea Kayaking Product of the Year Award for 
their NZ, a collaboration between owner Sandro Spagnol and five-time Wildwater 
World Champion Nejc Žnidarcic. Žnidarcic wanted a fast, lightweight boat he could 
paddle on lakes, rivers, and the sea. Need-based innovation at CS Canoes took 
place in production as well. “With the high demands for our boats, we upgraded 
our equipment with new high-pressure pumps for infusion. This technology allows 
us to build up to 12 boats at the same time. With the new high pressure pumps, our 
boats are even lighter and stronger than before,” they share on their Facebook page. 
At Pyranha Kayaks, pandemic supply disruption forced the company to change the 
exterior bolts and washers on their whitewater boats, resulting in more time-efficient 
manufacturing and a better customer experience. 

Apparel companies pursued new materials, processes, and partnerships, aiming 
for greater durability and a smaller environmental impact. “Here we are, five de-
cades later, proudly introducing an entirely new fabric in collaboration with our 

oldest and strongest vendor partner, W.L. Gore and 
Associates,” announced Kokatat when launching 
their new GORE-TEX PRO fabric. In September, NRS 
announced their partnership with GORE-TEX and 
plans for a high-end dry wear line that has been 
revamped from cut and color to zippers. Level Six 
and Hiko Sport pursued sustainable fabrics and 
production techniques like Hiko’s limestone-based 
E.Prene, which uses dope dying, water-based glue, 

and recycled carbon black for a more environmentally friendly production pro-
cess. Meanwhile, Slovenian-based Stand-Out SUP introduced their new Terra line 
of dry gear, featuring a new material made 100% from recycled polyester salvaged 
from waste yarn from abandoned garments, fishnets, discarded fabrics, and other 
post-production waste. Pete Astles of Peak Paddlesports hopes the innovation 
continues. “I’m really keen to see a big move towards more sustainable products 
and less single-use packaging. Manufacturers should look to source recycled and 
more sustainable raw materials, reduce their carbon footprints and environmental 
impacts.” 

Innovation isn’t always big, marketable, and flash. “Most (changes) are the op-
portunity to make business improvements: offering better service or training staff 
to be multiskilled,” reminds Palm Equipment's Paul Robertson. “In times of crisis, 
innovation is not just the key to adapting to a new situation but also to unlocking 
post-crisis growth,” opines Hobie Sales Manager Europe Gero Priebe. “Whether 
this is a product innovation or new retail opportunities, for example, it is always 
important to identify and quickly address new opportunity areas being created by 
a changing landscape.” In 2020 and 2021, companies began to fill in the gaps 
we’ve discovered. 2022 and 2023 will be even take it even further.

www.S PA D E K AY A K S .com

F U L L  H O U S E
Half a decade after we entered the game, we‘re happy  

and proud to show our hand. Choose your game-changer on  
www.spadekayaks.com

BLACK JACK: perfectly
bridges the gap between a
river runner and a creeker.

ROYAL FLUSH: fast and ultra-
dynamic characteristics that are 

not afraid of steeper runs.

QUEEN: bringing light paddlers 
and youngsters the performance 

of the Jack & Flush.

JOKER: agile and responsive 
river runner with a little play 

thrown in.

BLISS: a downriver freeride
machine. Splat, surf, squirt, 

repeat!

https://www.spadekayaks.com/
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Over the past two years, the costs of material, labor, and shipping have risen 
exponentially, and with them, the prices of paddle sports gear, from the entry-level 
to the high end. As prices go up, so do fears of pricing people out of the sport they 
love. While it’s easy to believe the cost increase falls solely on the consumer, the 
reality is far more complex. 

It is undeniable that what we pay to play is a major factor in participation. The 
Outdoor Foundation’s 2018 Outdoor Recreation Report lists the cost of gear as 
the second most common deterrent for getting outside. Yet as prices rise, margins 
are not increasing. At a time when many companies hope to increase participation 
across more diverse populations, we must be willing to look past a price tag and 
ask what it represents. 

Many paddle sports prices are arguably artificially low. “Take a paddle jacket – it has 
similar three-layer fabric, tape, zips, and other components as a hiking jacket and 
is often more complex through the dry seal technology. Compare the prices. I’ll bet 
the paddle jacket is about a third to half less – why?’’ asks Paul Equipment’s Paul 
Robertson. “In 1999, a whitewater kayak was $1000,” maintains Corran Addison of 
Soul Waterman. “That’s $1650 in today’s money. If we built kayaks today exactly 
how they were made in 1999, with no changes, and only accounted for inflation, 
they’d be $1650 (~€1460).” Today’s kayak prices are close, but numbers alone 
mean very little. “Price increases are inevitable because of the true cost of doing 
business today. All our costs have increased: resins, carbon, aluminum, shipping…
everything. Consumers have already been seeing this all over the outdoor industry,” 
writes Aquabound on their website. “We’ve seen up to 40 percent increases in costs 
recently. We are absorbing what we can, but unfortunately, some will be passed on 
to the paddlers, sorry,” explains Peak Padddlesport’s Pete Astles. 

Prices must reflect a margin that keeps manufacturers and dealers afloat and in 
business. While savvy consumers might expect prices to rise as the cost of ship-
ping, materials, and living increases, most don’t account for the daily cost of doing 
business or the shift in industry-wide practices. Product costs must also provide 
livable wages and fair treatment of workers. “Regretfully, costs have risen—all of 
them. Most are external costs, like those you see in the headlines, such as ship-
ping or the cost of raw materials. Internally, we still need to turn the lights on as 
energy bills go up and have money in the bank for deposits on orders with our 
manufacturers, plus pay our staff fairly as their living costs increase,” reminds 
Palm Equipment. Every dealer, manufacturer, and shop worldwide faces the same 
challenges. Jackson Kayak’s James McBeath agrees. “The pinch from the supply 
chain woes and shipping affects pretty much every manufacturer across the board 
and has created the reduction of margins that both manufacturers and dealers 
rely on to survive. The price increase ensures that margins return to levels that can 
afford our staff in Tennessee, the new shipping world we live in, and the ability for 
our valued retailers to retain their staff, too.” 

For years now, it has been widely agreed that prices need to increase for the industry (and our dealers!) to 
survive. Those prices are now up, but are they the answer to the initial problem?  

BELOW THE SURFACE: A LOOK AT PRICE 
INCREASES IN PADDLE SPORTS

"AS PRICES GO UP, SO DO FEARS OF 
PRICING PEOPLE OUT OF THE SPORT 
THEY LOVE. WHILE IT’S EASY TO BELIEVE 
THE COST INCREASE FALLS SOLELY ON 
THE CONSUMER, THE REALITY IS FAR 
MORE COMPLEX."

Rising prices also represent new industry standards and practices. From better and 
safer outfitting and materials to greater environmental responsibility to innovation 
in materials, design, and shipping practices, progress comes at a cost. It is one 
we all have to be willing to pay if we want to see the industry continue to grow 
ethically and sustainably. “The main things we have been focusing on over the 
past few years are sustainable fabrics and production techniques,” explains Level 
Six founder Stig Larsson. 

In only a few short decades, paddlers have gone from having to make their gear to 
a plethora of options to choose from. While this has allowed the industry to grow 
and become safer, we may have grown spoilt. Today, when we buy a paddle sport 
product, be it a SUP, a canoe, paddle jacket, or raft, we must remember that we are 
paying for the product, the experience, the time, and the future we want for our 
industry and our playground. 

Prices will continue to rise as we work to keep all of our heads above water. While 
prices must reflect realistic margins, we have a responsibility to keep the realities 
of our consumers in mind. If the cost of participation increases and disposable 
income does not, people may be priced out of a sport they love. As we look to our 
future, we need to make sure there is quality gear at every price point and use 
our profits to give back. Investing in our environment, communities, and ourselves 
ensures a future for retailers, dealers, and innovation.
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“In June of 2020, we saw a surge in demand of more than double that additional 
manufacturing output we'd unlocked,” writes Venture Kayaks in a blog post titled, 
“How to Buy a Kayak in 2022.” While they couldn’t be happier about the increased 
interest, Venture acknowledges, “we cannot possibly make as many canoes and 
kayaks as have been ordered.” They are not alone. As more people worldwide tried 
paddle sports, products were suddenly in short supply. Dealers sold through their 
stock not knowing when the next shipment would be available. With backorders 
stretching months into the future, what can a customer do? One option is to check 
the second-hand market. Once primarily used by beginners or those looking for a 
cheap option, with product shortages the second-hand market has risen in popu-
larity and necessity. Yet even here, products are in short supply, and prices are up. 

One contributing factor to these changes has been the growth and development 
of online options and platforms to sell gear. Social media platforms have online 
marketplaces and group pages that allow buyers and sellers to connect while filters 
make finding specific brands or items close to home easier. Established companies 
have begun including second-hand shops on their websites. More places than ever 
to buy and find gear should give buyers the advantage. Yet, the current used market 
for SUPS, boats, apparel, and accessories is a seller’s market. Prices for used gear 
are increasingly closer to retail price, and newer gear rarely sits online for long. A 
single item is often cross-posted on various platforms, leading the second-hand 
market to look more fruitful than it is in reality. Plus, with sellers able to consider 
multiple offers, there isn’t always room to bargain down the price or for indecision. 
As internet memes mock the cost of used gear, it’s impossible not to wonder if 
sellers are taking advantage of the current market situation or setting the standard 
for long-lasting change. 

One obvious reason for the recent increase in used prices is the reduced product 
supply, both used and new. In 2020 and 2021, many tour operators, schools, and 
rental companies, who typically sell off stock at the end of a season, held on to 
their fleets due to concerns over backorders. Individuals likely did the same. While 
prices likely won’t stabilize until more products become available, the current profit 
potential may motivate some to clean out their closets. 

Even as new gear comes back into stores, shipping costs are up. With the average 
cost to ship a kayak around $300-$500 (€264-€440), finding a used boat, fishing 
set up, or board that you can go and pick up in person becomes far more appea-
ling. Shipping costs are likely to stay high, pushing more people to look for what is 
already out there close to home. 

In the past two years, the industry went suddenly and 
unexpectedly from looking to get more people into 
paddle sports to not having enough products for those 
interested. As a result, the second-hand market has 
gained new life, interest, and prices. 

THE RISE OF THE 
SECOND-HAND MARKET 

For the environmentally-conscious consumer, buying used is a no-brainer. Not 
only does it prevent the production of more goods it can also reduce the impact 
of shipping and packaging. As companies look to make small changes in their 
environmental footprint and retain consumers from the used market, perhaps 
more paddle sport companies will offer gear exchange, repair, or resale programs, 
increasing buyer’s options and standardizing price. 

No matter how popular it becomes, the used market will never replace buying new 
or direct from a dealer. For one, buying used gear comes with risks. Many used 
products don’t come with the same warranties as new products. Buyers should 
especially exercise caution when shopping for used safety items, from helmets 
and rescue gear to PFDs. “For maximum success in securing ownership of a new 
canoe or kayak in 2022, contact your favorite dealer early, be aware that it may not 
be possible to get your first choice of color, and be prepared to wait a little longer 
than usual,” advises Venture Kayaks. 

In an industry where new products lose significant resale value as soon as they 
have been unwrapped, it is nice to see value maintained longer. But, higher prices 
on used gear may deter those looking to enter the sport. The second-hand gear 
market provides a valuable entry point for those unable or unwilling to front the 
cost of brand new. These changes put that at risk. Fortunately, as long as companies 
produce new designs, the used market will thrive. The more gear there is, and the 
more places to buy it, the better for everyone. Says Jackson Kayak’s James McBeath, 
“An estimated 1.5 million more humans tried paddle sports in 2020. I don’t focus 
too much on used vs. new. I focus on recognizing this as an opportunity for our 
community to grow. As both the new and used market help get more people onto 
the water, it is our responsibility to ensure they have the most positive experience 
possible and get them hooked for life!”
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In the past two years, nearly every industry, whether schools, hospitals, or paddle 
sports, has been forced to navigate staffing shortages due to government lockdowns 
and individual illness, and changing priorities. As a result, the pressure is on to make 
employees feel valued and recognized. 

Staffing issues caused by Covid have been further exacerbated as paddle sports 
gains popularity. To keep up, some are posting job opportunities online: The Jobe 
Sports website announces openings in product design, e-commerce support, and 
more; Tahe Outdoors/Bic SUP is looking to hire product developers, shipping han-
dlers, and machine operators. At Palm Equipment, where getting new staff has 
been “difficult, with quite a churn rate,” they have worked to promote internally, 
“multiskilling our staff to be adaptable, raising wages, and ensuring everyone has 
a safe and respectful place to work and knows they are important and valued.” 

As companies look to hire and retain employees, ensuring competitive salaries and 
benefits packages and increasing the focus on employee health and safety become 
essential. “While we have seen some improvement recently, staffing continues to 
be challenging—especially considering we compete with companies like Amazon, 
Boeing, and Microsoft to recruit skilled labor here in the Puget Sound Region. We 
are dedicated to offering a very competitive wage and benefits, and we put our 
employee’s safety first,” says Taylor Robertson of Werner Paddles. 

With many paddle sport companies small players on the global market, creating a 
strong company culture or team/family dynamic and facilitating strong employee 
buy-in to a brand’s identity and mission has become increasingly important. This 
might seem easy when many companies are still family-owned and many who work 
in the industry are paddle enthusiasts themselves, but “when the news is full of 
stories of those working comfortably from home and you require staff in a factory, 
it is more important than ever to have empathy and a sense of team,” opines Paul 
Robertson of Palm Equipment. 

“The stronger your ties with your staff are, the less this type of event will affect you,” 
agrees Jackson Kayak. Jackson, whose factory is located in an area among the 
highest risk for Covid in the USA, “did lose some staff to Covid benefit programs, 
etc.,” but maintains that “our family nature and internal approachability have been 
helpful in retaining staff throughout shutdowns.”

Aqua Bound/Bending Branches, who have been fortunate to have very few staff 
shortages, credit their strategy and a little luck. “Since the start of the pandemic, 
we have more than doubled our headcount and continue to add talent as needed. 
We’ve been winning on this front by leveraging creative recruiting and networking 
strategies, marketing our culture, necessary pay raises, a transparent Covid policy, 
and automation where possible,” explains Marketing Manager Andrew Stern. 

Staff shortages are yet another hurdle to navigate in a 
post-Brexit, pandemic world. From a renewed emphasis 
on establishing a strong team dynamic to increased 
communication and a re-shuffling of roles, companies 
are finding ways to fill the gaps.

SHORT STAFFED 
ALL HANDS ON DECK

“WHEN THE NEWS IS FULL OF 
STORIES OF THOSE WORKING 
COMFORTABLY FROM HOME 
AND YOU REQUIRE STAFF IN A 
FACTORY, IT IS MORE IMPORTANT 
THAN EVER TO HAVE EMPATHY 
AND A SENSE OF TEAM.”

While those with in-house production or longtime staff members may have been 
less impacted by staff shortages in manufacturing and production, “A lot of com-
panies just can't run things the way they were being run prior to COVID. And it's 
important for us to realize that Covid's affecting the entire world,” explains econo-
mist Betsey Stevenson on NPR’s All Things Considered. 

Stevenson’s argument feels particularly relevant in paddle sports, where many rely 
at least in part on overseas manufacturing. Southeast Asia, a low-cost manufactu-
ring hub for many global companies, was hit particularly hard, with factory activity 
shrinking in Vietnam, Indonesia, and Malaysia because of virus outbreaks and 
lockdowns, identified Reuters in September 2021. The long-term impact of these 
closures remains to be seen, with current labor trend research showing that many 
Southeast Asian workers are returning to their home villages over factory jobs. Ad-
ditionally, Covid came just as Europe and the UK began navigating the post-Brexit 
era, complete with new tax and hiring laws that further complicate labor exchange. 

Though month-long shutdowns or other government mandates are outside of our 
control, they matter. Setbacks viewed as temporary when the pandemic began now 
are expected to last through 2022—or even longer—forcing companies to think 
ahead, plan for future production, and reconsider who gets priority on products. “It 
may be hard for paddlers to relate to at home when you hear of yet more delays 
and out-of-stock items. But at the other end of the chain, there are people who, just 
like anyone else, are doing all they can, and rightly should be protected and safe 
when at work, no matter where,” reminds Palm Equipment.

Managing staff shortages is a forced lesson in patience and empathy, and a chance 
to re-evaluate priorities. From re-focusing on individual brand identity and facilita-
ting pride in being part of paddle sports, companies are finding common ground 
in making changes that will—hopefully—benefit everyone. In the meantime, staff 
shortages, though stressful, remind us our leisure is someone’s livelihood. For all 
those working to keep us in gear, we thank you. 

https://www.aquamarina.com/
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After more than ten years in the business, the Swiss-based Indiana Paddle & Surf company has found its place 
in the European and global paddlesport industry. We caught up with White Wave AG owner Maurus Strobel to 
hear more about the brand with the sleek monochromatic designs and their take on the future of boardsports. 

INTERVIEW: MAURUS STROBEL

PGM: Maurus, for those who aren’t familiar, what is Indiana 
Paddle & Surf? How did you get your start?
MS: Indiana Paddle & Surf is an innovative Swiss brand with more 
than 130 different boards, six employees, and freelancers such as 
shapers, product, and graphic designers. Indiana is run by my com-
pany, White Wave AG. We started as Indiana SUP in 2010 under the 
slogan “from the street to the ocean.” We actually began as a part of 
Indiana Skateboards, which was founded in 1989 by my ex-partner. 
My talents have always been on a board; I started skateboarding 
when I was seven years old, quickly progressing to snowboarding, 
windsurfing, etc. I was a two-time world champion and four-time Euro-
pean champion in slalom skateboarding, studied physical education 
at ETH Zürich, and worked in the event communication business for 
a long time. I’ve been with Indiana full-time since 2017.

PGM: Why change your name to Indiana Paddle & Surf? 
MS: The name “Indiana SUP” did not cover our product range. So, 
we changed the brand name and the main brand logo to a long-
board inside a feather but maintained specific logos on dedicated 
products like our Kid’s SUP, Indiana SURF, and Indiana FOIL. Our heart 
is with all our product families. We only produce what we have fun 
on, SUP, surf, etc. Our primary market is still inflatable SUPs, but wing 
foiling—both inflatable and composite foil boards—is picking up a 
lot, especially internationally. We recently invested a lot of energy 
and money in the development of foils and foil boards; it is by far 
the most dynamic market today. For Spring 2022, we will have a new 
range of foils, a high-performance series with six front wings and 
three carbon masts, etc.

“BOARD SPORTS ARE 
VERY AESTHETIC; IT 
WAS CLEAR THAT OUR 
PRODUCTS NEEDED 
TO BE AESTHETICALLY 
PLEASING AS WELL.”

©Indiana Paddle & Surf
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PGM: You produce both high-quality carbon boards and all levels of inflatable 
boards. Where would you situate Indiana? 
MS: I would say high quality. Our inflatable boards are made out of the best ma-
terials available on the market, and our prices start at 899€ for our Family Pack 
10’6. We don’t offer lower and mid-price models under the Indiana brand. Instead, 
our B2C-only brand, Apatcha SUP, offers mid-price options.

PGM: You are known in part for your monochromatic and geometric designs. 
How important is the aesthetic for you? 
MS: Board sports are very aesthetic; it was clear that our products needed to be 
aesthetically pleasing, too. We began our brand using synergies between ska-
teboarding and stand up paddling and decided to use a similar graphics style. 
Minimalist designs were very successful in the skateboard market, and we feel 
our designs honor those roots.  

PGM: After more than a decade in business, you have become a significant 
player in the European scene. What are the complications of being located 
in Switzerland? How do you handle over-
seas exports?
MS: For a few years, we have had a logistical 
partner with a swiss warehouse near Zurich 
and a nearby European warehouse in Austria, 
which is better than Germany in terms of cash 
flow because we have to pay the VAT later. 
In general, dealing with the border taxes is 
very expensive and intense; we have to hire 
two VAT specialized offices, both in Germany 
and Austria. As a Swiss company, we have EU EORI and tax numbers, but no 
legal company in the EU. Same for our new North American business, which 
has a warehouse near Miami. For USA and Canada, the logistics are even more 
complex, and shipping needs more time than China-EU. Shipping to the USA or 
Canada is also costly.

PGM: You have developed a market position between the majors and the 
small startups. Was this intentional? What benefits does your current po-
sition bring? 
MS: From the customer's perspective, we have to deliver like any major brand, with 
excellent customer service and availability. But compared to bigger companies, 
we are faster in developing and producing new products because the volume is 
smaller. And, we are a bit more driven by heart. We always want to improve and 
innovate, even if it is more expensive in production. For example, all of inflatables 
have our SUP 2.0 features, such as a split-finbox, paddle-bag-connecting system, 
fiberglass foot bases, etc. 

PGM: Have you been impacted by Covid regarding delivery issues, shipping 
costs, staff shortages, etc.? How have you dealt with these challenges?
MS: Yes, like everyone in this business. Everything got more expensive and slower. 
Sometimes it was a bit like Tetris, but we were well prepared with full warehouses at 
the beginning of the 2020 and 2021 seasons, and only a few of our products were 

“OUR HEART IS WITH ALL 
OUR PRODUCT FAMILIES. 
WE ONLY PRODUCE WHAT 
WE HAVE FUN ON.”

late in production. For 2022, we received our first containers before Christmas.

PGM: What is your impression of the growth the market has experienced in 
the past few years? Is it here to stay? What is driving it? Where do you see 
the biggest impact on the SUP or paddlesport industry? 
MS: Covid measures have had a major impact on our industry, and many people 
were pushed towards watersports because fitness clubs and tennis courts, etc., 
shut down. You also have to account for the weather: When it is sunny in central 
Europe, people buy SUPs. When it’s rainy, nobody does, no matter the discounts. 
Our 2021 summer reflected the weather in Switzerland, Germany, and Austria. If we 
have a hot summer in 2022, sales will increase again. Besides, there is nowhere 
safer than lakes, rivers, and the ocean when it comes to Covid-19.

PGM: R&D is key at Indiana. Where are your favorite testing grounds? 
MS: Foiling expert Gunnar Biniasch develops all the foil board shapes for us 
on different spots in Fuerteventura. Shaper Andi Widmann works with Engineer 
Andi Pütz and some of our team riders on boards and foil products on the Lake 

of Constance. Another very important crew is 
on Lake Leman, with our Ambassadors Steeve 
Fleury and Leonard Berner.

PGM: Any recent innovations or projects in 
the works you want to share? 
MS: We see more and more people taking 
SUPS on rivers. Therefore, we developed two 
whitewater boards: a 9’0 and a 10’2 with 
special and flexible long nose river fins, which 

attach via four small click-fin-boxes. With the 12’6 Ocean Inflatable Touring board, 
our customers can finally do downwinders in the ocean on a fast, stable inflatable 
SUP. Foilers will be pleased by the new high-performance Foil range with X-AR 
Frontwings with a span of 750-1300 mm.

PGM: SUP was once presumed to be a short-term trend that would fade away 
quickly. What is your take on the future of SUP and the future of foiling? 
MS: SUP will remain considered a healthy but not risky outdoor sport for a long 
time. Thanks to better inflatable technology, SUP is and will remain practical and 
accessible. In terms of elite, top-level events, from racing to surfing, SUP will conti-
nue to grow, but this needs a bit more time to develop. Major events, like the 
world championships, will also depend on the Covid-situation and the work of 
associations in all countries. SUP will remain the same for most, but we expect to 
see foiling—especially wing foiling—increase a lot.

PGM: Your booth was always busy at the Paddle Sports Show this year. Can 
we expect to see you again? 
MS: We drove to Lyon quite relaxed in terms of expectations, but then we were 
really busy. It surprised us. The visitors were there to do business and not just talk 
or hang around. The location is amazing, and the organization and communication 
were excellent. From Zurich, it is only a seven-hour drive with the trailer—we will 
for sure see you in 2022.
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Your duck your head, turning your cheek to combat the headwind as you focus 
on placing your next paddle stroke. Your blade dips into the water for what feels 
like the 100,000th time. Arms and legs aching from the past several hours on the 
water, you grit your teeth and take the next stroke into the surrounding wilderness. 
Ahead lies a mere hundred miles to go. Sound like torture? It is. Yet endurance 
paddling and long-distance/endurance racing are gaining popularity and appeal. 
As paddlers turn to endurance for a new challenge and endurance athletes look 
to paddle sports, the question becomes, is endurance paddling simply the current 
fitness trend, or is it here to stay? 

While paddle sports have always held a fitness component, with each discipline 
requiring a unique combination of balance, strength, flexibility, power, and coordi-
nation, the past few years have seen an undeniable increase in those motivated 
to push their paddling—and their physical capabilities— to the limit. This growth 
is seen primarily in increased participation in 
endurance-style races and the rising popularity 
of paddling longer distances over longer periods 
of time—and in more extreme environments. 

Endurance events are loosely defined as an ath-
letic endeavor lasting more than six hours. While 
elite participants focus on time, the goal is typically to keep going. Ultra-running 
races typically range from 50 kilometers (30.7 mi) to 100 miles (160.9 km), while 
ultra-cycling races start at 100 miles. In paddle sports, races can span multiple 
days and/or extreme conditions. For example, the Yukon River Quest (444 miles/715 
km) or the Sup 11 City tour, which advertises itself as a race that “takes you on a 
wild ride over 5 days, 136 miles (219 km), and 11 cities in the canals of Northern 
Holland.” Even with more events to choose from, well-established races like the 
Dordogne Integral (80.7 mi/130 km), which began in 2006, are seeing an increase 
in participation numbers and diversity. The 2022 Dordogne, in April, already boasts 
500 registrants from 15 countries. 

Why are increasing numbers of paddlers attracted to the torturous experience of 
endurance events? “One hypothesis,” writes Brad Stulberg in an article titled “Why 
Rich People Love Endurance Sports,” “is that endurance sports offer something 
that most modern-day knowledge economy jobs do not: the chance to pursue a 
clear and measurable goal with a direct line back to the work they have put in.” 

“Now more than ever, there is a common realization worldwide that people need 
purpose and that time is short, so best get stuff done,” points out Surfski Pro Dawid 
Mocke. Endurance races, which require intensive training and time, can provide 
a long-term goal and a focus that adds purpose to daily life. Many races have 
a charitable element, where race fees contribute to a cause, such as medical 

For a growing number of paddle sports athletes, 
endurance paddling and long-distance/endurance 
racing are gaining popularity and appeal. 

ENDURANCE SPORTS HITS PADDLESPORTS
FINDING PLEASURE 
IN PURSUIT OF PAIN

IS ENDURANCE PADDLING 
SIMPLY THE CURRENT 
FITNESS TREND, OR IS IT 
HERE TO STAY? 

research or establishing environmental protections. While fitness and altruism are 
strong motivators, Mocke also reminds us that the benefit and appeal of endurance 
paddling go far beyond the physique it sculpts. “Endurance events are typically 
adventurous and take a participant on a journey, not only in the physical sense 
but also emotionally and spiritually.” 

As extreme sports become more mainstream, some 
will inevitably seek to escape the crowds and push 
limits. Athletes speak about their search for the flow 
state, a state of unity between your body and mind, 
where, under the right conditions, you become 
fully immersed in whatever you are doing, where 
“the feelings that would consume you under nor-

mal circumstances (inhibition, hunger, fatigue, or aches and pains) melt away.” 
(Headspace.com) The flow mental state, popularized by positive psychologists Mi-
haly Csikszentmihalyi and Jeanne Nakamura, presents more during challenging 
and engaging activities than when at rest. According to Csikszentmihalyi, “The 
best moments in our lives are not the passive, receptive, relaxing times… the best 
moments usually occur if a person’s body or mind is stretched to its limits in a 
voluntary effort to accomplish something difficult and worthwhile.” (Headspace.
com) Many endurance aficionados describe experiences that humble, a sport 
stripped down to its purest elements or moments of spirituality that border on the 
sublime. “None of (my) four world titles come close to what I experienced today. 
I didn’t feel I conquered (Skagerrak), Skagerrak conquered me,” said SUP Athlete 
Casper Steinfath after paddling the Skagerrak Strait, a 130-kilometer (80.8-mile) 
stretch of ocean separating Denmark and Norway. 

Endurance paddling is here to stay and will continue to grow. In the long term, 
this will be the impetus for developing new products, equipment, and apparel, 
particularly in the safety arena. There will also likely be developments off the water 
regarding how athletes train, fuel, and prepare, leading to a greater understanding 
of how our sport and our bodies function. And, in an industry long led by leisure 
and pleasure and enjoyment, perhaps there will be increased recognition and 
funding for athletes and professionals. Let that next paddle stroke remind you of 
your potential, regardless of how far you go. 

©ICF

https://www.thepaddlesportshow.com/
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The rise of online shopping, directories, and social media marketing and networking 
sites, not to mention Zoom, has changed how we do business. Nevertheless, the 
tradeshow remained the undisputed networking champion for brands and athletes 
alike. Then, Covid hit. As the world tentatively opened up, the question loomed: 
Were tradeshows worth the risk? The answer, almost unanimously, was yes. With 
tradeshows back on the table in 2021, many are already looking forward to 2022 
and beyond. 

Maintaining Relationships
In a global industry with far-flung players, tradeshows provide a unique oppor-
tunity to bring people together. Attending shows allows dealers, distributors, and 
manufacturers to have valuable face-to-face time and permits brands to build their 
community, check out the competition, and get instant feedback. “Trade Shows are 
still the best solution to meet distributors, big buyers, and dealers,” opines Diego 
Zanga of Eurotank’s Rainbow Kayaks and Drago Rossi. Their mix of business and 
pleasure has forged countless friendships, business deals, and connections that 
outlast a few days of walking and talking shop. The most valuable moments at the 
show often happen in the margins—during the build day, at early morning coffee, 
and of course, the afterparties. While the paddle sports industry loves a party, it is 
far from the only reason we value an annual exchange. 

A Major Media Platform
Show hosts are placing greater emphasis on fostering human connection through 
in-show events like lectures and symposiums, demo days, and increasing time for 
attendees to mingle. Simultaneously, content production is being prioritized so 
brands can interact with the many unable (or unwilling) to be there, even long 
after a show is over. Ironically, facilitating a digital presence at live events is in-
creasingly vital, and shows offer an unrivaled PR platform. Interactive platforms and 
show-produced media, combined with the attendance of influencers, highlights 
what is happening minute to minute. This benefits smaller companies who lack the 
resources and time to produce content or reach global markets, and bigger ones 
using the show to catalyze their promotional efforts in one event. “Combining show 
presence and online promotion wins us a global audience of industry customers 
and paddlers at a consumer-level simultaneously. It’s a win-win for everyone,” says 
Pete Astles of Peak Paddle Sports. 

Product Testing
Global distribution shortages and the rise of online shopping platforms are increa-
sing the importance of live product comparisons. While most product specs are 
available online, only sitting in a boat or picking up a board and paddle makes 
the numbers real. Testing a product on the water is something else again. It will 
not be surprising to see more shows highlight this aspect in the future, especially 
as getting outside allows attendants to de-mask, relax, have fun, and even open 
the doors to the public. 

In an era where nearly everything can be accomplished virtually, how we approach tradeshows may be 
changing, but they remain an industry staple. 

LESS IS MORE; MORE IS MORE: 
THE FUTURE OF THE TRADE SHOW

Accountability
Tradeshows hold companies true to their promises and motivate brands to step 
up when it comes to industry-wide commitments, such as being environmentally 
friendly or giving back. If you aren’t advertising or promoting the one thing people 
are asking about, whether going green or promoting diversity, you will be next year. 
Equally, tradeshows provide a time and place to reward industry leaders while 
allowing others to collaborate on big-picture goals without being competitive. It’s 
about coming together to determine what we as an industry want our goals to be. 

Making Less More
At the Paddle Sports Show in Lyon, France’s Covid restrictions limited attendance. 
If Omicron and Delta are any indications, the need for proof of health, whether 
vaccinations or tests, is likely to continue. Although navigating restrictions means 
smaller numbers and fewer people walking the halls, less is sometimes more. “The 
real value in trade shows can now be found at smaller, more targeted events which 
guarantee the audience has an interest in our industry and products,” says Hobie 
Europe’s Giro Priebe. Smaller numbers mean more time to spend with people and 
restrictions on entry equal attendees with agendas. Many at the Paddle Sports 
Show in Lyon acknowledged the smaller numbers but believed there was a higher 
percentage of quality interactions—suggesting that those who came were serious 
about why they were there and what they wanted. 

While many chose to attend tradeshows in 2021 to see old friends, make new 
connections, and showcase what they have been working on, they also came 
to claim a stake in the future of paddle sports. “Since COVID, every business has 
adapted to operate without tradeshows, and I see this as a compromise,” says 
Aztron Co-Founder Tony Yeung. “Tradeshows are the most effective and efficient 
way to communicate with a large number of distributors/dealers, and it will never 
change. Once we can, Aztron will exhibit at all the major tradeshow worldwide in 
every continent.” They, and we, hope you’ll join them. 

©R.Getraud

https://www.kayaksession.com/
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The modern packraft might be the ultimate paddle sports craft. It is accessible for 
beginner, intermediate, and expert paddlers, useable on a wide variety of waterways, 
combines with other passions, is easy to transport or store, and opens new potential 
for adventure—even if you don’t consider yourself a paddler. 

A lightweight, packable (but durable), normally single-person raft designed to be 
carried in a backpack or even on a bike, packrafts bridge the gap between a raft 
and a kayak. The biggest difference between a packraft and a standard inflatable 
kayak is their packability—and weight! A packraft weighs around five pounds (2.5 
kg), compared to 18 pounds (8 kg) for a lightweight SUP or ducky or 40 pounds 
(18 kg) for a whitewater kayak. The modern packraft provides a friendly welcome to 
paddlesports for those who already love the outdoors and are looking to take their 
adventure further. “Packrafts are so lightweight, packable, and versatile that you can 
easily put a packraft and gear in your backpack as part of a day hike, bike ride, or 
family day out,” asserts Seon Crockford-Laserer of Packraft Europe. For those already 
familiar with paddlesports, packrafts speak to the desire to explore off the beaten 
track—which, after two years of being stuck closer to home, is stronger than ever. 

“Packrafts have opened up a range of access opportunities for all types of outdoor 
adventures,” says Barny Young of Packraft New Zealand. New Zealand’s moun-
tainous South Island terrain is the perfect venue for packraft adventures. “We have 
very few roads but an extensive backcountry track network that allows packrafters 
to head further up rivers and across alpine lakes that were previously inaccessible. 
This opens up a range of new options for hunters, fishermen, climbers, kayakers, 
skiers, or hot pool connoisseurs who can hike to a remote hot spring, soak, then 
float back to the car.” 

Packrafting has especially found a home in the whitewater world, with festivals, 
beginners, and established whitewater athletes embracing this strange cousin. 
Packrafts introduce beginners to whitewater without the fear of being trapped 
upside down, while their responsiveness allows them to perform well for skilled 
paddlers on harder whitewater. Whitewater pros are using the inflatable crafts to put 
together new missions and access destinations previously considered too remote, 
challenging, or complicated, or share favorite places. Young, Ryan Lucas, and Logan 
Froreip hiked 35 km into a remote ice lake in the heart of New Zealand's southern 
alps at the top of the Butler River and paddled down. French RedBull athlete Nouria 
Newman teamed up with mountain guides and took packrafts and skis to Iceland, 
where they traveled 190 km in 9 days, crossed the largest glacier in Europe, skied 
down Hvannadalshnukur, and packrafted out. Waterfall World Record-holder Tyler 
Bradt recently paddled the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River in packrafts with his 
80-year-old father, Bill. “These boats made it possible for us to paddle much of this 
river together, and I am continually amazed by how capable they are,” says Tyler. 

The packrafting community is growing and the way people view themselves and 
the sport is changing. There are clubs and associations in many countries, inclu-

Packrafting is claiming a place at the proverbial paddle sports table. Once considered niche, packrafting 
has continued to garner (grudging) respect and acceptance from almost every aspect of the community and 
created its own devotees along the way. 

ADVENTURE IN YOUR POCKET: 
PACKRAFTS RAPID RISE IN PADDLESPORTS

ding Germany, Slovenia, Russia, Norway, Great Britain, New Zealand, the US, and 
Canada. The American Packrafting Association has begun to develop a curriculum 
on packrafting-specific paddling, safety, and rescue skills. Organized events, like 
the French Alps Packrafting Meetup, the European Packrafting Meetup on Slove-
nia’s Soca River, and the Nordic Packrafting Roundup in Sarna, Sweden, as well 
as informal events, are seeing increased participation. For the last three years, the 
Durance Fest in France has partnered with manufacturers like Packraft Europe 
and Mekong Packraft, to offer whitewater packrafting clinics in both French and 
English. Says French Packraft ambassador Max Clemencon, who helped to organize 
the first European Packrafting Meetup in Slovenia (2018) and ones in the French 
Alps, “the goal is to unite the packrafting community, create friendship, improve 
boating skills, develop a culture of safety in whitewater, and bring awareness to 
endangered rivers.” 

Companies around the world have recognized the potential of packrafts. Kokopelli, 
Jaws, Mekong, Aquadesign’s Yupik, NRS’s packraft, Aire, Nortik, and Aquaglide, to 
name a few, are likely just the start of those increasing options. Others will find 
ways to make more products, from pumps to paddles, as lightweight and durable as 
possible. “The figures speak for themselves,” says Jaws Co-founder Eric Colcombet. 
“In 2021, we estimate that more than 60,000 packrafts were sold in Europe, with 
the eastern countries being the main users. Growth will continue in 2022 with the 
arrival of new players such as Decathlon and Intersport, etc.” 

Paddlers around the world, from beginners to pros, are confirming what many 
already knew: packrafts are a great addition to any modern adventurer's arsenal. 
As packrafts gain popularity, new models and sport-specific features are sure to 
follow, further refining and developing technology, bringing in new ideas, making 
the sport more accessible, and furthering protection and advocacy for rivers. As to 
where to paddle next? As Seon Crockford-Laserer advises, “Lightweight, packable 
and fun, the only limit is your imagination.” 

©R.Getraud

https://aquadesign.eu/
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NEW!

+  PACK INCLUS
POMPE MANUELLE HAUTE PRESSION, SAC 
DE TRANSPORT, SIÈGES FUSION, AILERONS 
AMOVIBLES ET KIT DE REPARATION.

LE KAYAK GONFLABLE SEMI-PROFESSIONNEL KOLOA 360 ACCUEILLE 2 PERSONNES POUR UNE PRATIQUE 
POLYVALENTE EN MER, LAC ET RIVIÈRE. CONÇU EN PVC 1100 DTEX, FOND DROPSTITCH ET ÉTRAVE 
MOULÉE, LE KOLOA OFFRE UN CONFORT DE NAVIGATION EXCEPTIONNEL DANS TOUTES LES CONDITIONS.

REF. CA 2247 360

KOLOA 360

LES KOLOA SONT ÉQUIPÉS D’UN SYSTÈME AUTO-VIDEUR AINSI 
QUE DE DEUX AILERONS AMOVIBLES POUR S’ADAPTER À SON 
ENVIRONNEMENT D’ÉVOLUTION. SA FABRICATION HAUT DE 
GAMME EN PVC 1100 DTEX OFFRE UNE TRÈS BONNE RÉSISTANCE 
À L’ABRASION POUR UN KAYAK DURABLE DANS LE TEMPS.

REF. CA 2247 400

KOLOA 400

BuyersGUIDE-210x297-KOLOA-2022.indd   1BuyersGUIDE-210x297-KOLOA-2022.indd   1 13/01/2022   12:2513/01/2022   12:25

https://aquadesign.eu/
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Whether exploring inland waterways such as lakes and rivers, quiet ponds or raging torrents, or 
navigating the open sea, there is a boat for every adventure. The original paddlesport vessel, each 
watercraft features shapes and styles designed for a different function but the same purpose: traveling 
on water. For as Kenneth Grahame’s Water Rat said to the Mole: “Believe me, my young friend, there is 
nothing–absolutely nothing–half so much worth doing as simply messing about in boats.” 
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RTM - MAKAO COMFORT
The MAKAO COMFORT is our latest single sit-on-top kayak from RTM. This new kayak is super stable, comfy, great for 
any kind of paddler, starting from beginners. It is equipped as standard with our tilting polyethylene backrest, offering 
incomparable comfort. The central hatch allows you to carry everything you need for a day trip in a waterproof bag. The 
Makao allows you to safely welcome small and large paddlers, beginners, and advanced paddlers on Class I-II rivers, 
lakes, and the beaches along the coast.

Length: 273 cm/8’9 | Width: 79 cm/31’’ | Depth: 33 cm/14’’ |  
Weight: 22 kg/48 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RTM - TANGO EVO COMFORT
The TANGO is available in both Standard and Comfort versions (with foldable PE backrest). The TANGO EVO features a 
flat-bottomed hull designed for the river, lake, and quiet seaside paddling.

Length: 351 cm/11’5 | Width: 78 cm/31’’ | Depth: 34 cm/13’’ |  
Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RTM - MOJITO
The Mojito is the most compact of the sit-on-top in the RTM range. It allows for the fun discovery of paddlesport activities 
at sea, lakes, and rivers.

Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 76 cm/30’’ | Depth: 30 cm/ 11.8’’ |  
Weight: 16 kg/35 lb | Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RTM - HIRO FIT IMPULSE DRIVE
The HIRO FIT is a single kayak with pedals offering a new and unique service to your customers. The comfort and stability 
of the HIRO allows all sizes and all levels to explore the water in lazy or touring mode.

Length: 362 cm/11’9 | Width: 87 cm/34’’ | Thickness: 40 cm/16’’ |  
Weight: 35 kg/77 lb | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

NEW
2022

https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
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DAG - TAIKI EVO COMFORT
The TAIKI is the most popular single-seater kayak for professionals because of its strength, rigidity, and ability to paddle 
even when loaded. Available in Comfort version with folding PE backrest.

Length: 345 cm/11’3 | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Depth: 32 cm/13’’ |  
Weight: 23 kg/49 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/330 lb | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

PYRANHA KAYAKS - SURFJET 2.0
Not all sit-on-tops are created equal. The SurfJet 2.0 is a family fun kayak; a surf machine; a swimming platform; an 
all-round gateway to adventure. Whether you’re spending time on the coast and want to explore rock pools and ride 
the surf, or you’re unwinding inland and are looking for adventures on lakes and rivers, we guarantee the SurfJet 2.0 
will put a smile on your face.

Length: 267 cm/8’9 | Width: 73 cm/28.7’’ | Weight: 18 kg/39.6 lb | Max. Cap.: 110 kg/242.5 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (HDPE) | Colors: Fire Ant . Smoking Gecko | Sizes: One size

PYRANHA.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - RIVIERA
The Riviera blends easy and FUN! Designed for simplicity, the Riviera is a great option for an easy to use, easy to store, 
and comfortable sit on top. The high back on the seat gives you the comfort and support you need to enjoy your paddling 
adventures, and with very few moving parts, the Riviera is sure to provide fun for a lifetime. A small day hatch in the 
center provides semi-dry storage for your lunch, sunblock, or other accessories. A great ‘‘cottage boat’’ as well as one of 
the most popular rental boats on the market.

Length: 345.4 cm/11’4 | Width: 73 cm/28.7’’ |  
Weight: 26.3 kg/58 Ib | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - STAXX
Top-end performance and design in an economical package? We’ve got you! The Staxx was designed by Tony Lee, the 
same designer who brought you all of Jackson’s classic performance kayaks. This kayak doesn’t stop at the end of your 
stroke—it glides on! The Staxx doesn’t skimp on comfort and has the convenience of easy storage with a folding seatback 
that allows it to be stowed away or stacked. This boat is made for families who need a fleet for their own adventures. It 
comes ready to be customized with gear tracks and a unique Fishing Kit to turn it into a fishing machine.

Length: 325 cm/10’8 | Width: 83.8 cm/33’’ | Weight: 29 kg/64 Ib | Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - KOA SPORT
A playful kayak for a day at the beach or an easy paddle discovering a local waterway. The Koa sit-on-top is lightweight and 
compact; it’s so easy to handle on or off the water, with space and comfort for all the family. But don’t be fooled—when 
the Koa cuts smoothly through the water and jumps easily over the surf you’ll feel the performance of a much bigger boat.

Length: 258 cm/8’6 | Width: 74 cm/29’’ | Weight: TBC |  
Max. Cap.: 115 kg/253 lb | Material: High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Coral . Attol . Reef

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://pyranha.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
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L’AQUAPHILE - PEDAYAK ELECTRIC
The PEDAYAK ELECTRIC is the first electrically-assisted kayak in the world and the smallest electric boat in existence. 
PEDAYAK ELECTRIC is a modular concept, it has four versions, which can be combined with each other and/or equipped 
with sails: the PEDAYAK TRIO, the PEDAYAK PRAO, and the PEDAYAK DUO.

Length: 360 cm/11’0 | Width: 73 cm/26.4’’ | Weight: 43 kg/95 Ib 

AQUAPHILE.FR

L’AQUAPHILE - PEDAYAK
The PEDAYAK ELECTRIC is the first electrically-assisted kayak in the world and the smallest electric boat in existence. 
PEDAYAK ELECTRIC is a modular concept, it has four versions, which can be combined with each other and/or equipped 
with sails: the PEDAYAK TRIO, the PEDAYAK PRAO, and the PEDAYAK DUO.

Length: 360 cm/11’0 | Width: 73 cm/26.4’’ | Weight: 39 kg/86 Ib 

AQUAPHILE.FR

RAINBOW KAYAKS - EASY
The Easy Expedition is our ultimate solo paddle sit-on-top. Its mid-sized dimensions make the Easy at home on a lake, 
bay or flatwater rivers. It has a great stability and speed for light touring. Plenty of room for storage in spite of its compact 
dimensions. The Easy is equipped with a large front hatch for storage, padded seat and a back recess with bungee for 
storage. Four carrying handles, scupper holes, drain plug, and perimetrical line make the Easy ideal for those paddlers 
that want a compact sit-on-top without giving up comfort and performance.

Length: 295 cm/9’8 | Width: 73.5 cm/29’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - VULCANO 4.25
An unsinkable sit-on-top with self-draining holes. Stable and reliable, the Vulcano 4.25 is ideal for those who want to 
combine ease of use with good speed and directionality. It comes standard with a waterproof compartment, padded 
anatomical backband, three carrying handles, and one storage compartment.

Length: 425 cm/13’11 | Width: 64 cm/25.1’’ | Weight: 21 kg/46 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 85 kg/187 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - VULCANO 4.60
An unsinkable and self bailing sit-on-top. Stable and very fast, the Vulcano 4.60 ideal for those searching for a fitness 
sit-on-top that combines ease of use with excellent speed and directionality. It comes standard with two waterproof 
compartments, two storage compartments with elastic nets, padded anatomical backband, four carrying handles, another 
storage compartment, and drain plug.

Length: 460 cm/15’1 | Width: 67 cm/26.3’’ | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

https://aquaphile.fr/
https://aquaphile.fr/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
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islanderkayaks.com

KOA
P L AY

Surfi ng, 
touring and 
exploring

KOA
The friendly sit-on-top kayak for all 
the family from Islander. Made in 
Britain. Get going with a Koa.

https://islanderkayaks.com/gb/
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RPI KAYAK - BICHI
An easy to paddle, stable, and comfortable kayak with a gull-wing hull that makes it fast and even surfable! Features a 
reinforced keel; this kayak is very versatile for sea, lake, and river trips.

Length: 297 cm/9’8 | Width: 79 cm/31’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57.3 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - KTO
The KTO is an unsinkable polyethylene kayak. This kayak is safe and designed to help first time users discover the fun of 
paddling. The KTO is fast, attractive, and comfortable thanks to its ergonomic design with a comfortable backrest. Low on 
the water, this kayak has very little wind resistance, which increases the pleasure of navigation.

Length: 420 cm/13’8 | Width: 60 cm/23.6’’ | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - LATCHA
The LATCHA is a long-time favorite of surf kayakers. This fairly manoeuvrable and stable kayak is a real ‘‘beach toy’’ in 
calm water and is the perfect sit-on-top for family fun. When surfing, it is very fast. An affordable choice for beginner surf 
kayakers or recreational paddlers.

Length: 246 cm/8’0 | Width: 74 cm/29’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - LIFY
The Lify is extremely stable and maneuverable. This kayak is the perfect choice for paddlers who want to go fishing or 
just hang out. A large boat for medium and larger paddlers, with loading facilities.

Length: 246 cm/8’0 | Width: 74 cm/29’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - SHELBA
The Shelba is a kayak that provides unequaled speed and glide. Stable and comfortable, ideal for lake and river trips, 
and also for fitness.

Length: 246 cm/8’0 | Width: 74 cm/29’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
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RPI KAYAK - NEWBIZ
The NEWBIZ is the perfect beach kayak for the whole family. Light and compact, it will go everywhere with you. Stable 
and easy to handle, its favorite playgrounds are the waves and the sea!

Length: 254 cm/8’4 | Width: 76 cm/30’’ | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - TIBOU
The TIBOU is a sit-on-top kayak specially designed for children or smaller paddlers. It is stable, safe, directional, and 
maneuverable.

Length: 272 cm/9’0 | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 16 kg/35.3 lb 

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - TRILIA
The sit-on-top kayak is the most famous kayak shape in the world. You can navigate alone, with two or three people on 
the sea, lake, or river. It is very compact, light, fast, and easy to handle.

Length: 367 cm/12’0 | Width: 87 cm/34.3’’ | Weight: 33 kg/73 lb 

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - SALAMBO
The Salambo is long, light, and fast. The Salambo has increased storage capacity thanks to a large storage space in the 
back and a large loading capacity. Bring along bags, drums, diving equipment, you name it.

Length: 345 cm/11’4 | Width: 70 cm/27.5’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57.3 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - SEPTA
A very versatile and comfortable sit-on-top kayak for medium and larger paddlers. Tracks well and easy to steer; perfect 
for sea and lake trips. Easy to transport and store.

Length: 410 cm/13’6 | Width: 70 cm/27.5’’ | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - ZYMBRA
The ZYMBRA is a self-bailing single-seater kayak made of high-density polyethylene for adults and larger people. The 
Zymbra is recommended for rental companies because it is sturdy, stackable, and comfortable.

Length: 345 cm/11’4 | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: 35 kg/77 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
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BIG MAMA KAYAK - MOJITO
The latest generation kayak with maximum stability, the Mojito is made entirely in Italy. Wholly conceived by the designer 
Claudio Campioni, the Mojito offers multiple-use options. Defined as ‘‘the 4 in 1 kayak,’’ the Mojito is the only product on 
the Italian market with multiple possibilities of use. Easy to paddle for 2 adults, 2 adults and 2 children, 2 adults and 1 
child, or 1 adult, thanks to a correctly balanced central seat with integrated herringbone footrests. The Mojito makes it 
possible to mount up to 3 seats with a backrest for maximum paddler comfort.

Length: 380 cm/12’4 | Width: 88 cm/34.6’’ | Weight: 32 kg/70.5 lb | Max.Cap.: 250 L/66 G

BIGMAMAKAYAK.IT

RTM - DUETTO
A two-seater sit-on-top that can accommodate two adults and a child. The Duetto offers users more comfort thanks to 
two tilting polyethylene backrests. Integrated handles make it easy to carry. The reinforced hull allows stress-free use in 
calm water, sea, and gentle rivers. 

Length: 375 cm/12’3 | Width: 93 cm/36.6’’ | Depth: 28 cm/11’’ |  
Weight: 32 kg/71 lb | Max. Cap.: 240 kg/529 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

NEW
2022

RAINBOW KAYAKS - ORCA
A self bailing and unsinkable sit-on-top (1-2-3 seats). Stable and easy to use. Ideal for families, rentals, resorts, and 
tour operators. It comes standard with one watertight compartment, three padded backbands, drain plug, two storage 
compartments, two reinforced handles for transport, and wide and rear lockers with elastic nets. Also available in ‘‘Fishing’’ 
version.

Length: 420 cm/13’9 | Width: 83 cm/32.6’’ | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 240 kg/530 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

TAHE - BORNEO
A stable and versatile sit-on-top for one or two people with a maximum capacity of 250 kg. Easy to transport with a 
removable wheel transport system. Can be used as a single or double kayak, with the same level of comfort for all 
paddlers.

Length: 410 cm/13’5 | Width: 84 cm/33.1’’ | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 Ib

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

https://www.bigmamakayak.it/it/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.com/
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RPI KAYAK - KALAMERO
The KALAMERO is a very stable and comfortable kayak with an ergonomic design. It is ideal for family outings (2 adults 
with 2 children or 3 adults). This kayak is designed for all types of paddlers, beginners, or experienced, it offers a lot of 
space for large people. Folding backrests (two folding seats and a backrest in the middle for its standard version) provide 
optimal comfort. It can also be delivered with three folding seats.

Length: 455 cm/15’0 | Width: 92 cm/36.2’’ | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - MOROCCO
The Morocco is a very stable beach kayak thanks to its ample shape. It allows for family outings with two adults and two 
children or three adults. This kayak offers a lot of space so that even larger paddlers will be comfortable.

Length: 419 cm/13’8 | Width: 88 cm/34.6’’ | Weight: 40 kg/88 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - TAKE TWO
The TakeTwo is the latest in our line of tandem fishing and recreational kayaks. It is our largest capacity kayak and can 
be paddled tandem or solo.  Since the release of the Big Tuna, Jackson has continued to innovate both in hull design 
and the ability to stage your kayak for every adventure. The TakeTwo takes two steps forward with the advantage of a 
decade of innovations and function on one amazing craft to make it cutting edge for all paddling needs. Our new 
Comfort Seat allows a variety of tandem and ‘facetime’ positions, as well as a variety of solo positions making it a 
great platform for fishing, recreational paddling or tripping. Iconic JK stability, logical accessory positioning, rudder 
option, and improved speed make it a serious predator in all water types. Its open deck, high-and-dry seating allow 
many hours on the water for you and a friend (dogs included). The combination of massive storage space and new 
TriTrak gear tracks surrounding each paddler allow you to customize your TakeTwo for long days on the water, epic 
fishing adventures and even overnight trips. Unique to Jackson Kayak, the TriTrak is a multi-functioning top loading 
track system that provides endless maneuverability and mounting options for electronics and fishing accessories. 
The TakeTwo is where family fun, fishing and adventure unite in one great boat!

Length: 419.1 cm/165’’ | Width: 93.87 cm/3.08 ft | Weight: 49.9 kg/110 lb

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - KOA DUO
Two plus one! The Koa Duo is a tandem kayak for the whole family, with three seats. It paddles great with one, two, or 
three passengers (or three captains, if you prefer).

Length: 375 cm/12’3 | Width: 85 cm/33.4’’ | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 220 kg/485 lb | Colors: Coral . Reef

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
https://www.paddlerguide.com/
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DAG - TARKA
An unsinkable two seater with a self-draining system, the Tarka can navigate anywhere. Its hull is particularly designed for 
shallow rivers with little water; it gives the Tarka a rigidity and robustness able to withstand any challenge. Professionals 
will note the inclusion of the bow cap, the new antitheft system, the double central handles and the front and rear 
handles. Anti-theft system is optional. The Tarka is stackable by five pieces maximum during season. During winter, it is 
strongly advised to store it by three in reverse.

Length: 445 cm/14’6 | Width: 85 cm/33.5’’ | Depth: 43 cm/17’’ |  
Weight: 47 kg/103 lb | Max. Cap.: 270 kg/595 lb | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

RTM - OCEAN DUO
The OCEAN DUO SIT-ON-TOP can accommodate two adults plus a child. Self-draining, robust, safe, and comfortable, 
the Duo allows even new paddlers to discover the sea, lake, and river. Enjoy paddling, touring, and surfing the small 
waves of the coast.

Length: 370 cm/12’2 | Width: 88 cm/34.5’’ | Depth: 33 cm/14’’ |  
Weight: 29 kg/64 lb | Max. Cap.: 220 kg/485 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RTM - OCEAN QUATRO
The OCEAN QUATRO carries two adults and two children or three adults. Long sea trips with family and friends are now 
accessible while enjoying the incomparable comfort and safety benefits of the Ocean Quatro sit-on-top.

Length: 412 cm/13’5 | Width: 90 cm/35.5’’ | Depth: 35 cm/14’’ |  
Weight: 34 kg/75 lb | Max. Cap.: 260 kg/575 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RTM - OPTIMO EVO COMFORT
The Optimo EVO STANDARD: The professional quality sit-on-top equipped with two PE-backrest options for greater paddler 
comfort. The Optimo Evo Standard does not have a front reinforcement and weighs 44 kg; the Optimo Evo Reinforced 
has a front reinforcement and weighs 48 kg. The new polyethylene backrests are mobile: once lowered, it is possible to 
stack the kayaks for easy and efficient storage. Folders are automatically lowered by sliding the kayak from the back to 
the front. For the family that wants to spend time on the water (two adults and one child) the Optimo is an alternative 
to traditional canoes.

Length: 432 cm/14’2 | Width: 93 cm/37’’ | Depth: 34 cm/13’’ |  
Weight: 48 kg/106 lb | Max. Cap.: 300 kg/661 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
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VENTURE KAYAKS - ISLAY CRUISER
#EscapeTheCity. An extra-large, ultra-easy access cockpit, and updated styling paired with the refined performance of 
the Islay hull means that the Islay Cruiser suits its name as comfortably as it suits you.

Length: 378 cm/12’4 | Width: 67 cm/26.4’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 124 kg/273.4 lb | Material: MZ3 (HDPE) |  
Colors: Fuego Orange . Lizard Green . Ocean Turquoise | Sizes: One size

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

ISLANDER KAYAKS - VORO RECYCLED
A nimble little kayak that loves to explore any waterway. Easy to paddle from the moment you first launch thanks to a 
stable hull, direction assisting keel, and a flared bow – the Voro slips through the water with ease. The oversized cockpit 
provides confident access and allows different seating positions, with Cocoon seat padding for comfort and support. Neat 
details like the solid handles, paddle rest, and rear storage shelf are versatile features for a great paddling experience. 
Molded from 100% recycled plastic.

Length: 277 cm/9’1 | Width: 72 cm/28’’ | Weight: TBC | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/253 lb |  
Material: High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Recycled Mix

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - TRIPPER 12
The Tripper is based on the stable and versatile Kilroy hull. This sit-inside recreational kayak is designed for fun family 
adventure. The Tripper 12 comes with loads of storage space, our super-comfy Hi-Lo Ergo Seat, and never-ending ways to 
personalize its use. Its extra-large cockpit makes it perfect for taking along your furry friend. Load it up for a long adventure, 
fishing, or simply take it out for a quick leisurely paddle. Get there with the Tripper!

Length: 373.4 cm/12’3 | Width: 76.2 cm/30’’ | Weight: 28.6 kg/63 Ib |  
Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - TUPELO 12
Designed for cruising the waterways with comfort and efficiency with loads of storage, the Tupelo is your premier, feature-
laden recreational kayak. Like touring and whitewater kayaks, the Tupelo comes sized for the paddler, with the 12.5 for 
larger paddlers and the lighter, narrower 12.0 for medium or smaller paddlers. Match one of each for a couple. Both 
feature Jackson’s removable and super comfy Ergo Seat, with integrated lumbar support. The gear track allows you to 
accessorize with products like rod holders, GPS, camera mounts, smartphones, and more. Versatility, comfort, ease of 
use: the Tupelo has it all in one lightweight package!

Length: 360.7 cm/11’10 | Width: 68.6 cm/27’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 Ib |  
Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 2.90
Compact touring kayak, ideal for sea, lake, and rivers up to grade II difficulty. Supplied with back hatch, elastic net, drain 
plug, carrying handles, padded adjustable anatomic seat, and adjustable pedal footrest. Also available in ‘‘Fishing’’ version.

Length: 290 cm/9’6 | Width: 72 cm/28.2’’ | Weight: 18 kg/40 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 110 kg/242 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

https://venturekayaks.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
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LETTMANN - STAR LIGHT K2 TOURING PLUS
The Star Light K2 is a lightweight tandem touring kayak based on our popular Star Light K1. In our Star Light family, we 
focus on a very low weight. We only use the best material and the newest technologies. And of course, we only put in 
what is absolutely necessary—for example, our comfortable adjustable seat and the incredible balance steering system. 
With our innovative integrated back hatch, the Star Light K2 is ready for day trips or weekend adventures. Its stable hull 
makes it suitable for beginners but also experienced paddlers love its compact and fast hull design.

Length: 530 cm/17’4 | Width: 69 cm/27’’ | Weight: 31 kg/68.3 lb |  
Volume: 550 L/145 G | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS

LETTMANN.DE

DAGGER KAYAKS - AXIS E
A must-have for any adventurous paddler. The sleek hull combines rocker and rail edge giving excellent maneuverability, 
with keel and skeg to aid tracking. The accessible cockpit, outfitted for comfort and control, includes storage features 
making the Axis a boat with limitless possibilities.

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 72 cm/28’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb | Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | 
Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Red . Lime . Electron

DAGGER.COM

RTM - BRIO
Lightweight, the BRIO is a very comfy touring kayak, thanks to its ergonomic seats. Folding backrests make it easy to 
carry. The Brio is ideal for tours with two… or three, with a child. Designed exclusively to be propelled by human power 
(paddle and/or impulse drive). You can also take the Brio out solo. 

Length: 395 cm/13’0 | Width: 83 cm/33’’ | Depth: 38 cm/15’’ |  
Weight: 33 kg/73 lb | Max. Cap.: 230 kg/507 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

STABLE AND COMFORTABLE WITH A VERY LARGE 
COCKPIT OPENING FOR EASY ENTRY AND EXIT.SIT INSIDE 2 |

NORWAY MOST SOLD KAYAKS
INNOVATION - QUALITY - VALUE FOR MONEY

www.seabirddesigns.com

https://lettmann.de/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://seabirddesigns.com/
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HOBIE - MIRAGE ITREK 9
The lightest and most maneuverable kayak in our fleet. Featuring the MirageDrive GT with Kick-Up Fins and intuitive rudder 
control, the Mirage iTrek 9 Ultralight can turn on its axis and navigate tight waterways with ease. Simply remove the seat 
and MirageDrive, grab the three-piece SUP paddle, and the iTrek9 Ultralight is ready to be used as a stand-up platform.

Length: 287 cm/9’6 | Width: 102 cm/40’’ | Weight: 16.8 kg/37 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 160 kg/350 lb | Material: 550 DENIER PVC

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE ITREK 11
Built for everything from day trips to overnight escapes, the Mirage iTrek 11 inflatable kayak with perched seating is the 
perfect choice for any adventure. Its high-performance lightweight construction boasts the speed, stability, and tracking 
of a rigid kayak without the extra weight. The iTrek 11 is fun, nimble, and lightning-fast. Powered by the MirageDrive GT 
with Kick-Up Fins, reaching your favorite fishing spot has never been easier.

Length: 325 cm/10’8 | Width: 102 cm/40’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | Material: 550 DENIER PVC

HOBIE.COM

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

AQUA MARINA - BETTA 10’3
The well-known BETTA series is mainly designed to provide fun for family, friends, or for any recreational use. Constructed 
of reinforced PVC material, these lightweight BETTA kayaks are ideal low-maintenance boats for those looking to get on 
the water in a versatile, easy-to-paddle craft. Featuring Aqua Marina’s iconic outline shape, the new BETTA models are 
refreshed with a stunning look and upgraded with user-friendly details. Easy weekend trips or poking around the lakes 
and rivers near a cottage are where these kayaks will excel.

Length: 312 cm/10’3 | Width: 80 cm/31’’ | Thickness: 37 cm/15’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

AQUA MARINA - LAXO 9’4
The recreational LAXO series is upgraded with revolutionary protective hull fabric (AQUASHELL™ Technology) for 2022. 
The eye-catching new graphics are born to be ever-lasting through advanced digital printing techniques. Coming in three 
lengths to perfectly fit up to three people, LAXO models are ideal for exploring lakes and gentle rivers by offering a balance 
of stability and tracking. Perfect for beginners looking for ease of entry and exit on shorter trips.

Length: 285 cm/9’4 | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Thickness: 40 cm/16’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
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AQUA MARINA - MEMBA 10’10
Featuring a sleek, curved touring shape, and extra-long waterline, the MEMBA series excels in tracking and speed. 
Perfect for adventurers looking for an efficient long-distance touring kayak. Constructed of our signature AQUASHELL™ 
fabric technology, the refreshed MEMBA kayaks are ultra-durable with anti-UV protection and long-lasting graphics. The 
low rocker hull design combined with the stiff high-pressure drop stitch deck results in more glide, better tracking, and 
effortless paddling. Weighing only 13.4 kg and 17 kg for solo and tandem models respectively, the MEMBA packs neatly 
in the newly-designed backpack for easy storage and transportation.

Length: 330 cm/10’10 | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Thickness: 45 cm/18’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

NEW
2022

AQUA MARINA - STEAM 10’3
The newly re-designed STEAM series is a premium choice for all types of paddling, perfect for both performance touring 
adventurers and mild river running lovers. Featuring ultra-durable welded tube construction and a high-density drop stitch 
floor, these open cockpit inflatable kayaks are extremely rigid and responsive. The new models have been optimized for 
higher hull speed and better tracking performance with a more streamlined outline. Other river-specific features make 
these rugged kayaks tough enough to tackle class III whitewater. The 2022 STEAM are all-around champions capable of 
handling any type of adventure, sleeker and faster than ever before!

Length: 312 cm/10’3 | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Thickness: 30 cm/12’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

AQUA MARINA - TMHK 12’4
This kayak is a performance machine, designed for true adventurers. The brand-new TOMAHAWK AIR-K is fully constructed 
of drop stitch technology and features a stunning look and incredible quality.

Length: 375 cm/12’4 | Width: 72 cm/28’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

NEW
2022

AQUA MARINA - CASCADE
With the new CASCADE, combining kayaking and stand up paddle boarding fun into one. Make adventures in nature easy 
but fascinating. At 35’’ in width, this SUP/kayak hybrid is very stable. The 8’’ thickness caters to families and those carrying 
gear for long-distance adventures. The unique cockpit design and our signature sprayskirt allow it to easily switch from a 
sit-on-top kayak to a sit-inside. The full deck deep-grooved EVA footpad ensures a non-slip and comfortable experience. 
Constructed with Drop Stitch Light Technology, the Cascade offers great portability whilst being incredibly stiff. Comes 
with a full accessories pack.

Length: 340 cm/11’2 | Width: 89 cm/35’’ | Thickness: 20 cm/8’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

AQUADESIGN - SEDNA 350
The SEDNA 350 is a one-person kayak that is powerful, stiff, and easy to inflate. It is the perfect compromise between 
inflatable technology and rigid performance. The new 100% drop stitch kayak offers incomparable glide. Sold in a package 
including the Sedna 350, a wing pump, an adjustable molded seat, and a repair kit.

Length: 350 cm/11’4 | Width: 75 cm/29.5’’ |  
Weight: 13.5 kg/29.7 lb | Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: Drop stitch

AQUADESIGN.EU

JBAY.ZONE - V-SHAPE MONO KAYAK- 30020
The V-Shape Kayak by JBAY.ZONE, made entirely with drop stitch technology and characterized by an attractive design, is 
fast on the water, ideal for having fun on rivers, lakes, and all types of water. Available in two versions: for a single person 
and two people. The JBAY.ZONE V-Shape Kayaks give uniquely enjoyable experiences and emotions for more memories 
and fun during trips on the water. Lightweight and easy to transport.

Length: 385 cm/12’8 | Width: 81 cm/32’’ | Weight: 16 kg/35.2 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 159 kg/350.2 lb

JBAY.ZONE

https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://aquadesign.eu/
https://www.jbay.zone/
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HOBIE - MIRAGE ITREK 14 DUO
This tandem inflatable pedal kayak has been redesigned with construction enhancements for increased durability and 
less weight for easy transport. It’s powered by two MirageDrives GT with Kick-Up Fins. The nano-mesh fabric seating will 
keep you cool and comfortable all day.

Length: 417 cm/13’8 | Width: 120 cm/44’’ | Weight: 33.1 kg/73 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 272 kg/600 lb | Material: 550 DENIER PVC

HOBIE.COM

NEW
2022

AQUA MARINA - LAXO 10’6
The recreational LAXO series is upgraded with revolutionary protective hull fabric (AQUASHELL™ Technology) for 2022. 
The eye-catching new graphics are born to be ever-lasting through advanced digital printing techniques. Coming in three 
lengths to perfectly fit up to three people, LAXO models are ideal for exploring lakes and gentle rivers by offering a balance 
of stability and tracking. Perfect for beginners looking for ease of entry and exit on shorter trips.

Length: 320 cm/10’6 | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Thickness: 40 cm/16’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

AQUA MARINA - BETTA 13’6
The well-known BETTA series is mainly designed to provide fun for family, friends, or for any recreational use. Constructed 
of reinforced PVC material, these lightweight BETTA kayaks are ideal low-maintenance boats for those looking to get on 
the water in a versatile, easy-to-paddle craft. Featuring Aqua Marina’s iconic outline shape, the new BETTA models are 
refreshed with a stunning look and upgraded with user-friendly details. Easy weekend trips or poking around the lakes 
and rivers near a cottage are where these kayaks will excel.

Length: 412 cm/13’6 | Width: 80 cm/31’’ | Thickness: 42 cm/17’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

AQUA MARINA - MEMBA 12’10
Featuring a sleek, curved touring shape, and extra-long waterline, the MEMBA series excels in tracking and speed. 
Perfect for adventurers looking for an efficient long-distance touring kayak. Constructed of our signature AQUASHELL™ 
fabric technology, the refreshed MEMBA kayaks are ultra-durable with anti-UV protection and long-lasting graphics. The 
low rocker hull design combined with the stiff high-pressure drop stitch deck results in more glide, better tracking, and 
effortless paddling. Weighing only 13.4 kg and 17 kg for solo and tandem models respectively, the MEMBA packs neatly 
in the newly-designed backpack for easy storage and transportation.

Length: 390 cm/12’10 | Width: 90 cm/35 | Thickness: 45 cm/18’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

NEW
2022

https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
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AQUA MARINA - STEAM 13’6
The newly re-designed STEAM series is a premium choice for all types of paddling, perfect for both performance touring 
adventurers and mild river running lovers. Featuring ultra-durable welded tube construction and a high-density drop stitch 
floor, these open cockpit inflatable kayaks are extremely rigid and responsive. The new models have been optimized for 
higher hull speed and better tracking performance with a more streamlined outline. Other river-specific features make 
these rugged kayaks tough enough to tackle class III whitewater. The 2022 STEAM are all-around champions capable of 
handling any type of adventure, sleeker and faster than ever before!

Length: 412 cm/13’6 | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Thickness: 30 cm/12’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

NEW
2022

COASTO - CAPITOLE 2
The new Capitole is the essential model for going on an adventure. Full drop stitch technology reproduces the 
characteristics of a rigid hull kayak while retaining the advantages of an inflatable model, in particular the Capitole’s 
quick and easy storage in its Coasto bag. The fine and rigid shape of the bow makes it possible to split the waves, 
drastically increasing speed while reducing the effort required to maneuver. Available in one and two-person models.

Length: 426 cm/14’0 | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Max. Cap.: 250 kg/551 lb |  
Materials: Drop stitch 

COASTO.EU

SPINERA - HYBRIS 410
The Hybris series is the completely new all-round touring kayak line from Spinera, with three different sizes so you can 
choose the right one for you. The Hybris kayaks are well equipped for rivers, lakes, and the sea. The Hybris is a very stable 
kayak that offers the best gliding properties due to the smooth tarpaulin underbody. We know kayakers want more length 
for even better stability, therefore the Spinera Kayak Hybris 410 can be used as a one-seater or a two-seater.

Length: 410 cm/13’5 | Width: 90 cm/29.5’’ | Weight: 13 kg/28.7 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 200 L/43.99 G

SPINERA.COM

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

COASTO - LOTUS 2
The Lotus inflatable kayak is a compact model designed for cruising, but also for touring. Drop stitch technology 
construction gives the Lotus great rigidity when inflated. Capable of carrying a load of up to 170 kg, the Lotus is the 
perfect solution to practice kayaking without constraint while maintaining a high quality of glide. Available in one and 
two-person models.

Length: 410 cm/13’4 | Width: 85 cm/33’’ | Max. Cap.: 170 kg/375 lb |  
Material: PVC Tubes . Drop stitch 

COASTO.EU

COASTO - RUSSEL 2
The Russel inflatable kayak is an innovative model optimized for touring. Full drop stitch technology drastically increases 
its rigidity and guarantees speed and quality of glide. Practically foolproof, and capable of carrying up to 200 kg in a 
two-seater version. With two adjustable seats according to the size of its users, this robust model has been developed to 
take you the distance so you can go on an adventure on lakes and at sea. Available in one, two, and three-person models.

Length: 430 cm/14’1 | Width: 80 cm/31’’ | Max. Cap.: 200 kg/441 lb | Material: Drop stitch 

COASTO.EU

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.coasto.eu/
https://www.spinera.com/
https://www.coasto.eu/
https://www.coasto.eu/
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GUMOTEX - THAYA
The revolutionary THAYA inflatable kayak, which combines our special NitrilonR material and drop stitch technology, is 
defined by excellent stability, stiffness, and maneuverability. The unique combination of the inflatable side tubes and 
modern drop stich technology maximizes the user’s comfort and improves the handling properties of the boat. The 
THAYA is low weight and has excellent rollability. It is suitable for recreation on lakes and rivers up to grade II whitewater. 
An additional foredeck (optional accessory) protects it from water flowing over the bow, increasing paddler comfort.

Length: 410 cm/13’5 | Width: 89 cm/35’’ | Weight: 17.5 kg/38.6 lb | Max.Cap: 230 L/61 G

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

TAHE - BREEZE FULL HP PRO
The BREEZE Full HP Pro, the fully equipped Full HP BREEZE FULL HP PRO features three high-pressure chambers built 
with rugged drop stitch technology and generous volume so you can carry your equipment for outings and explorations. 
The Full HP Pro is equipped with a deck PAD, raised premium backrests, and a toe clip system with an integrated rudder. 
Top-of-the-line performance that compares to the best rigid kayaks on the market.

Length: 473 cm/15’6 | Width: 83 cm/32.6’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb

TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

AQUADESIGN - SEDNA 415
The SEDNA 415 two-person kayak is powerful, stiff, and easy to inflate. It is the perfect compromise between inflatable 
technology and rigid performance. New 100% drop stitch technology offers incomparable glide. Sold in a pack that 
includes the Sedna 415, a wing pump, two adjustable molded seats, and a repair kit.

Length: 415 cm/13’6 | Width: 82 cm/32’’ | Weight: 13.5 kg/29.7 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: Full drop stitch

AQUADESIGN.EU

GUMOTEX - SEAWAVE
Thanks to its long, narrow shape, the SEAWAVE kayak is easy to control and very fast. It can be converted from a 
three-person version into a two-person or one-person kayak by moving the seats. Installation of an optional deck 
makes SEAWAVE a great sea kayak. Aluminum reinforcements support the deck and stiffen the hull. The floor features a 
pronounced keel for handling in the wind and better tracking. SEAWAVE is an excellent touring kayak suitable also for 
sea kayaking in sheltered waters. Comes with two seats. A third seat can be purchased separately.

Length: 455 cm/15’0 | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Weight: 17.5 kg/38.6 lb | Max.Cap: 250 L/66 G

GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

AQUA MARINA - TMHK 14’5
This kayak is a performance machine, designed for true adventurers. The brand-new TOMAHAWK AIR-K is fully constructed 
of drop stitch technology and features a stunning look and incredible quality.

Length: 440 cm/14’5 | Width: 78 cm/31’’ 

AQUAMARINA.COM

https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.com/
https://aquadesign.eu/
https://www.gumotexboats.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
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ZRAY - DRIFT 2P
Combining efficiency and stability, the Zray Drift kayak is ideal for whitewater treks as well as for fast trips on the lake.
The Zray Drift kayak offers very high performance and a unique glide while remaining compact and easily transportable. 
Long (426 cm) and wide (81 cm), the Drift has been designed for performance and comfort.

Length: 426 cm/14’0 | Width: 81cm/32’’ | Weight: 22.6 kg/49.8 lb | Max. Cap.: 2 adults

ZRAYSPORTS.COM

JBAY.ZONE - 425 KAYAK - 30014
JBAY.ZONE 425 is a two-person sit-on-top, made completely in laminated PVC with high-pressure drop stitch technology 
to provide incomparable rigidity and weight support. JBAY designed the inflatable kayak.ZONE to have fun on the beach, 
go fishing or explore coasts, rivers, and lakes, or spend a weekend enjoying paddlesports, water fun, and positive vibes.

Length: 425 cm/14’0 | Width: 78 cm/31’’ | Weight: 16.2 kg/35.7 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 205 kg/452 lb

JBAY.ZONE

AQUAGLIDE - CHELAN
The Chelan 140 is one of the most versatile kayaks in the Aquaglide performance touring series. The unique combination 
of rugged Duratex™ tube construction with a drop stitch, hard-bottom floor results in a rigid and responsive open cockpit 
inflatable kayak. Outdoor water enthusiasts love the enhanced gear storage and thoughtful, customizable options. At only 
33 pounds, this boat fits easily into the included backpack-style storage bag for effortless transportation and storage. 
Optimized for hull speed and paddling efficiency, the Chelan 140 is perfect for tandem outings, larger solo paddlers, or 
carrying extra gear. Comes with two-year limited warranty. 

Length: 413 cm/13’6 | Width: 89 cm/35” | Height: 30.5 cm/12” | Weight: 15.9 kg/35 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | Material: Duratex™ (reinforced PVC) . Drop stitch

AQUAGLIDE.COM

VERANO WATERSPORTS - CALIFORNIA DUO
The inflatable drop stitch boat, the California Duo is the fastest kayak in the Verano fleet. The two-person expedition boat 
is substantially stronger and faster than any other inflatable. The revolutionary drop stitch material means the California 
Duo can reach an air pressure of 1.0 bar (standard 0.2 bar) for even better stability and rigidity.

Length: 473 cm/15’6 | Width: 85 cm/33.5’’ | Weight: 23 kg/50.7 lb

VERANOWATERSPORTS.COM/

VERANO WATERSPORTS - CANCAN 16
The Verano CANCAN 16 Canadian is one of the first Canadians made using drop stitch technology! The inflatable 
CanCan is light, rigid, robust, and resilient. The canoe can accommodate three people with plenty of storage space. Thus, 
multi-day tours with luggage are no problem. The Verano offers Canadians a minimal pack size and can be transported 
easily and compactly. The popular 16-foot prospector, designed by Karl Fischer, is suitable for three adults or two adults 
with two children. The flat bottom gives the CanCan enormous basic stability, which coupled with stiff side walls, lets 
the CanCan glides like on rails.

Length: 488 cm/16’0 | Width: 96 cm/37.8’’ |  
Weight: 27.6 kg/60.8 lb | Max.Cap: 400 L/105.7 G

VERANOWATERSPORTS.COM/

https://www.zraysports.com/
https://www.jbay.zone/
https://www.aquaglide.com/
https://veranowatersports.com/
https://veranowatersports.com/
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HOBIE - MIRAGE ITREK FIESTA
Bring the party to the water! With its rugged, lightweight, and spacious construction, you’ll have the room and the power 
to bring the whole family along for the party of a lifetime. This one-of-a-kind kayak is equipped with four comfortable 
seats and two MirageDrives GT with Kick-Up Fins. If you need more power, you can easily upgrade and add two extra 
MirageDrives. Change the seating to have a social setting, and it turns into an on-the-water hangout platform.

Length: 457 cm/15’0 | Width: 203 cm/80’’ | Weight: 47.6 kg/105 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 454 kg/1000 lb | Material: 550 DENIER PVC

HOBIE.COM

NEW
2022

AQUA MARINA - LAXO 12’6
The recreational LAXO series is upgraded with revolutionary protective hull fabric (AQUASHELL™ Technology) for 2022. 
The eye-catching new graphics are born to be ever-lasting through advanced digital printing techniques. Coming in three 
lengths to perfectly fit up to three people, LAXO models are ideal for exploring lakes and gentle rivers by offering a balance 
of stability and tracking. Perfect for beginners looking for ease of entry and exit on shorter trips.

Length: 380 cm/12’6 | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Thickness: 40 cm/16’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

AQUA MARINA - RIPPLE
The brand-new RIPPLE model is a recreational two or three-person canoe specifically designed with enhanced gear 
capacity for family paddlers carrying everything for a weekend outing. Featuring an ultra-comfortable deck floor and a 
generous warming-up area, this inflatable canoe is super-stable and makes you feel safe on the water. Constructed of 
CO-FABRIC™ Technology and featuring a long waterline, RIPPLE is a true lightweight canoe designed with portability 
and ease of use in mind, while combining straight tracking performance. Get ready to explore remote locations with our 
new RIPPLE for an effortless paddling experience!

Length: 370 cm/12’2 | Width: 85 cm/33’’ | Thickness: 40 cm/16’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

AQUA MARINA - BETTA 15’7
The well-known BETTA series is mainly designed to provide fun for family, friends, or for any recreational use. Constructed 
of reinforced PVC material, these lightweight BETTA kayaks are ideal low-maintenance boats for those looking to get on 
the water in a versatile, easy-to-paddle craft. Featuring Aqua Marina’s iconic outline shape, the new BETTA models are 
refreshed with a stunning look and upgraded with user-friendly details. Easy weekend trips or poking around the lakes 
and rivers near a cottage are where these kayaks will excel.

Length: 475 cm/15’7 | Width: 80 cm/31’’ | Thickness: 42 cm/17’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

OFFERING MORE STABILITY THAN PLASTIC KAYAKS AND MAKING RIVER 
RUNNING ACCESSIBLE TO A WIDE VARIETY OF PADDLERS.

https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
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AQUADESIGN - KOLOA 400
The Koloa semi-professional inflatable kayak is available in a three-person version for use in the sea, lake, and rivers 
up to Class III. Designed with a technical drop stitch bottom and a molded bow, the Koloa offers exceptional navigation 
comfort in all conditions. The Koloa is very stable thanks to its width and inflation volume, giving beginner paddlers or 
families with small children a boost of confidence.

Length: 400 cm/13’1 | Width: 100 cm/39.4’’ | Weight: 15.9 kg/35 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 150 kg/331 lb | Material: PVC 1100 DTEX Fabric . Drop stitch

AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUA MARINA - TMHK 15’8
The new TOMAHAWK AIR-C is a revolutionary inflatable canoe utilizing drop stitch technology double-wall fabric for 
incredible rigidity and durability. It is designed for those who want to explore remote locations with friends in almost all 
types of water conditions.

Length: 478 cm/15’8 | Width: 88 cm/35’’

AQUAMARINA.COM

https://aquadesign.eu/
https://www.aquamarina.com/
https://www.cscanoe.com/
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BOATS DESIGNED TO PACK DOWN FOR EASY TRANSPORT AND STORAGE. FOLDABLE 1 |

ORU KAYAK - INLET
The origami kayak for everyone, the Inlet is our lightest, most portable, and easiest to assemble boat yet. At 20 pounds, 
you can store the Inlet just about anywhere. It’s compact enough to stash in your trunk, closet, boat, or garage, and 
lightweight enough to bring with you everywhere. You can check it on a plane or hike into remote waters. On the water, 
the Inlet is stable, but also nimble and playful. It’s intended for use in calm water, and its large, open cockpit is perfect 
for paddles with a dog or small child. Best for first-time paddlers, but all levels will enjoy this kayak. 

Length: 305 cm/10’0 | Width: 76 cm/29.9’’ | Weight: 9 kg/20 lb

ORUKAYAK.COM

ORU KAYAK - BAY ST
For 2021 we’ve added a bunch of great features to the product that launched Oru Kayak— a closed-cockpit performance 
kayak that’s sporty, versatile, and light. We’ve made it even more durable, with new aluminum cockpit latches and extra-
reinforced strap anchor points. Its updated print pattern is all about going back to our origami roots. The Bay ST is built 
for a wide variety of water types and conditions and holds enough gear for overnight trips.

Length: 373 cm/12’0 | Width: 64 cm/25’’ | Weight: 11.8 kg/26 lb

ORUKAYAK.COM

NAUTIRAID - KARAN 520
The Karan 520 is a fast expedition sea kayak with a straight bow and stern. We kept the successful Narak underwater lines 
and increased the freeboard to have enough room inside for gear. It gives a very seaworthy, stable, and fast kayak. With 
Stabilairs®, the boat can be loaded with 160 kg of paddler + gear, while enabling paddling days of 50 km +. Once in its 
two bags, travel with it in planes, off-road vehicles, etc., to reach remote put-ins. The wooden frame can cope with long 
periods of saltwater marine environments and can be repaired everywhere – that’s not the case with aluminum frames.

Length: 520 cm/17’0 | Width: 55 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 Ib |  
Max. Cap.: 160 kg/353 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

NAUTIRAID - NARAK 550           
Inspired by Arctic kayaks, the Narak 550 is an adaptation of an East Greenland kayak to a European paddlers’ sizes. It 
features a hard chine hull, making it one of Nautiraid’s fastest and best seaworthy kayaks. The Narak 550 pays careful 
attention to ergonomics as well, with a seat with inflatable sides, knee and foot braces to make you feel at one with the 
boat. The wooden frame collapses into a golf bag, the skin and other accessories go in a backpack. Assembly time: 20 min.

Length: 550 cm/18’0 | Width: 52 cm/20.5’’ | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 Ib |  
Max. Cap.: 110 kg/242 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

https://eu.orukayak.com/
https://eu.orukayak.com/
https://nautiraid.com/
https://nautiraid.com/
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NAUTIRAID - NARAK 405 CROSS 
The Narak 405 Cross is a crossover kayak, which means it can be paddled almost everywhere, at sea and in rivers or 
lakes. Its short length makes it easy to manoeuver, even in small rivers. Its bow and its particular stern make it seaworthy. 
With a mere 15-minute assembly time, this aluminum-framed kayak is light on the shoulder and can be packed in 
campers or yachts.

Length: 405 cm/13’3 | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 16 kg/35 Ib | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

NAUTIRAID - NARAK 460 
Shorter and lighter than the Narak 550, the 460 features its big sister’s hull lines while being wider with a more spacious 
cockpit. This makes it ideal for both experienced or beginner river and sea paddlers. The keyhole cockpit rim can hold all 
sizes of paddlers while making it easier to position your knees. Order your Narak 460 with or without Stabilairs® to suit 
your needs and paddling plans. The Narak 460 is available with an ash wood frame. Assembly time: 20 min.

Length: 460 cm/15’1 | Width: 56 cm/22’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48.5 Ib |  
Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286.6 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

NAUTIRAID - GRAND NARAK 550
Designed as an oversized single-seater, the Grand Narak stands out for its ability to be just as enjoyable to paddle with 
two people as by yourself (by putting one of the two seats in the middle). The Stabilairs® provide great stability alongside 
the Narak hull’s other features, a high bow for slicing through the sea, a chine hull for straight steering, and its advanced 
beam for sharp turns and surfing following waves. Narrower than the Grand Raids, this is the fastest of the Nautiraid two-
seaters. Used as a single-seater, it becomes an expedition kayak with a remarkable load capacity. Assembly time: 30 min.

Length: 550 cm/18’0 | Width: 75 cm/29.5’’ | Weight: 32 kg/70.5 Ib |  
Max. Cap.: 320 kg/705 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

NAUTIRAID - GRAND RAID 540
The largest of Nautiraid folding kayaks in terms of volume. The Grand Raid 540 is a serious workhorse and is the 
established choice for multi-day wilderness expeditions worldwide. The Grand Raid is also the sister ship of the SB 
Commando, the military combat kayak used by special forces. This model comes with a wooden frame only, and either 
a reinforced PVC skin or a Hypalon skin.

Length: 540 cm/17’9 | Width: 95 cm/37.4’’ | Weight: 34 kg/75 Ib | Max. Cap.: 350 kg/771 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

FOLDABLE 2 | BOATS DESIGNED TO PACK DOWN FOR EASY TRANSPORT AND STORAGE. 

https://nautiraid.com/
https://nautiraid.com/
https://nautiraid.com/
https://nautiraid.com/
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CLASSIC CANOE DESIGN AND PERFOMANCE WITH FOLDABLE TECHNOLOGY. FOLDABLE CANOES |

NAUTIRAID - UMIAK 475
The Umiak 475 received the ‘‘Canoe of the Year Award’’ in 2019 at the Paddle Expo Show. Its size (15’7) is ideal for 
paddling solo (the seat can be put in the middle of the craft) or with a crewmate or family on board. Its dynamics are 
equal to hardshell canoes on the water thanks to its very rigid aluminum 7070 frame. Stable yet easy to maneuver, its 
Stabilairs® give extra buoyancy and elegant lines. The new sand color looks beautiful on the water. Assembly time: 20 min.

Length: 475 cm/15’7 | Width: 90 cm/35.4’’ |  
Weight: 23 kg/50.7 Ib | Max. Cap.: 320 kg/705 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

NAUTIRAID - UMIAK 520
In addition to the fact it can be dismantled, the Umiak can carry up to 350 kg (people + equipment). Optional extra seats 
mean you can carry up to two children on board. Its seven-tube aluminum frame gives the boat rigidity. It is also highly 
resistant to abrasion, with an 1100 Dtex PVC hull. This folding canoe makes it easier to catch shuttles. Fit it inside cars 
and planes or even hitchhike with your canoe on your back! Assembly time: 25 min.

Length: 520 cm/17’0 | Width: 95 cm/37.4’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 Ib | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/771 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

ONAK CANOES - ONAK-X
The Onak-X is the lightest two-person folding canoe in the world. Compact transportation, easy installation in less than 
15 minutes. Strong and rigid hull made of PP fiber. Available with traditional canoe benches or with low seats for use as 
a kayak. Also available in a one-person version. The Onak-X is also for sale as a DIY-version (do it yourself).

Length: 480 cm/16’0 | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Volume: 300 L/80 G |  
Weight: 14.5 kg/32 lb | Max.Cap.: 225 L/59 G

ONAKCANOES.COM

ONAK CANOES - ONAK-X (DIY)
Exactly the same as the Onak-X, but 200€ cheaper because it’s a DYI canoe (do it yourself): Put in two hours of easy 
work before you use it for the first time (mainly attaching straps and buckles to the hull), and off to the water you go.

Length: 480 cm/16’0 | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Volume: 300 L/80 G | Weight: 14.5 kg/32 lb | 
Max.Cap.: 225 L/59 G

ONAKCANOES.COM

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

https://nautiraid.com/
https://nautiraid.com/
https://www.onakcanoes.com/fr/
https://www.onakcanoes.com/fr/
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NAUTIRAID - NARAK CROSS 475
The new Narak Cross 475 shares the same qualities as the single-seater Narak Cross 405: ease of assembly, paddlability, 
and a lightweight package. The frame has five aluminum tubes and is assembled in 20 minutes. Slide the frame into the 
skin and close the long zipper on the rear deck. Easily access gear inside the kayak. The Narak Cross 475 has a long 
cockpit coaming of 224 cm; paddlers up to 1.90 m can fit comfortably. With a beam of 77 cm, it is stable yet agile for 
day outings. It turns into a single-seater in no time, for a unique convertible set-up.

Length: 475 cm/15’7 | Width: 77 cm/30.3’’ | Weight: 23.5 kg/52 Ib |  
Max. Cap.: 220 kg/485 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

NAUTIRAID - UMIAK 390
The Umiak 390 features a canoe hull while still allowing its occupants to paddle like in a kayak with a double-bladed 
paddle. This unique concept is an alternative to fully inflatable kayaks. The Umiak 390 frame is made up of five aluminum 
tubes, giving it unrivaled rigidity in its category. With smooth lines, the Umiak boasts greater hydrodynamic properties. 
Its low-pressure inflatable sides need no tedious inflating (kitesurfing’s ‘bladder’ technique). This also gives you greater 
internal space. Assembly time: 15 min.

Length: 390 cm/12’9 | Width: 79 cm/31.1’’ | Weight: 16 kg/35 Ib | Max. Cap.: 190 kg/419 Ib

NAUTIRAID.COM

KAYAKS DESIGNED WITH INTERLOCKING PARTS FOR EASE OF STORAGE AND TRANSPORT. MODULAR KAYAKS |

KAYAK INNOVATIONS - NATSEQ
The NATSEQ modular kayak, completely made in Germany, features a unique, patent-pending lock system that permits 
unprecedented locking between the modules. Unsinkable by hermetic single modules. The NATSEQ is a highly performing 
kayak, for rivers, lakes, and coastal waters. It is very easy to transport and can be assembled within one minute for the 
tandem and less for the solo kayak. The NATSEQ doesn’t need storage in a boathouse or transport on a roof rack—taking 
up less than one square meter of space, it fits easily in your home or car.

Length: 409 cm/13’5 | Width: 59 cm/23’’ | Weight: 29 kg/64 lb | Volume: 341 L/90 G

KAYAK-INNOVATIONS.COM

KAYAK INNOVATIONS - NATSEQ TANDEM
The NATSEQ modular kayak, completely made in Germany, features a unique, patent-pending lock system that permits 
unprecedented locking between the modules. Unsinkable by hermetic single modules. The NATSEQ is a highly performing 
kayak, for rivers, lakes, and coastal waters. It is very easy to transport and can be assembled within one minute for the 
tandem and less for the solo kayak. The NATSEQ doesn’t need storage in a boathouse or transport on a roof rack—taking 
up less than one square meter of space, it fits easily in your home or car.

Length: 560 cm/18’5 | Width: 59 cm/23’’ | Weight: 45 kg/99 lb | Volume: 544 L/144 G 

KAYAK-INNOVATIONS.COM

https://nautiraid.com/
https://nautiraid.com/
https://kayak-innovations.com/
https://kayak-innovations.com/
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INFLATABLE RAFTS PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR DAYS ON
THE RIVER WITH THE WHOLE CREW, WITH ROOM FOR THE DOG TOO.RAFT & PACKRAFT |

AQUADESIGN - AVANTI 420
The AVANTI 420 raft is part of the most affordable range of the entire Aquadesign fleet. Designed to accommodate 
nine people. Made with resistant PVC fabric, with tubes in 1100 DTEX PVC fabric, with lining under the tubes and below 
the bottom in 1680 DTEX. Carrying handles are made of reinforced PVC, sewn-glued thwarts, and reinforced D-rings. 
The high-quality fabric guarantees excellent flexion and mobility during navigation. For better abrasion resistance, the 
tubes are lined up to the anti-rage. All the rafts in the Avanti range are equipped with foot straps and a PVC repair kit.

Length: 420 cm/13’8 | Width: 190 cm/74.8’’ | Weight: 62 kg/136.7 lb | Material: PVC

AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUADESIGN - PACKRAFT TPU
Very light with a weight of 3.5 kg (7.7 lb), the PACKRAFT TPU by Aquadesign opens up whole new perspectives for lovers 
of the outdoors. The TPU fabric makes it very easy to fold the Packraft for optimized storage or transport. Once inflated, 
its large volume, durable construction, and wide, stable shape offer ideal stability for navigating Class I, II, and III rivers 
when mountain biking or hiking.

Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 90 cm/35’’ | Weight: 3.5 kg/7.7 lb | Material: TPU

AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUAGLIDE - BACKWOODS ANGLER 75
The Angler 75 is a solo ultralight angling kayak that offers slightly more space and features than the Purist 65. At 7’7-
long, this boat has the length, width, and additional buoyancy ideal for larger paddlers or extra gear. Integrated MOLLE 
plates provide customizable gear organization options. Weighing under 10 pounds, the Angler 75 is the perfect boat for 
ultralight minimalist fishing expeditions.

Length: 231 cm/7’7 | Width: 123 cm/48.5” | Height: 49.5 cm/19.5” |  
Weight: 4.4 kg/9.7 lb | Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 lb |  
Material: Duratex™ (reinforced PVC) | Construction: Drop stitch floor

AQUAGLIDE.COM

https://aquadesign.eu/
https://aquadesign.eu/
https://www.aquaglide.com/
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JAWS - GAÏA
The GAÏA has all the necessary equipment for journeys or practice on calm water (lake or sea) or on whitewater up to 
class II. This model is perfect for a discovery of the packraft or practice in relaxation mode without compromising on 
safety or reliability. Paddle hard or chill; the choice is up to you. The GAIA packraft is suitable for use in open or still water. 
It is designed for beginners up to Class II as well as occasional paddlers.

Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 94 cm/37’’ | Weight: 3.4 kg/7.5 lb

JAWS-PACKRAFT.COM

JAWS - ICARE
This packraft is specially designed for two types of users: experienced practitioners who love whitewater beyond Class 
III, and whitewater beginners with professional guidance. The ICARE packraft is equipped with a pontet, a coaming 
whose rigidity is obtained by means of a plastic rod that penetrates the walls of the coaming (two openings available 
to thread the rod). The stiffness of the coaming lets you use a neoprene skirt. The fixed pontet allows you to transport 
your bags in the front of the packraft for journeys of several days. You can even transport your bike from river descents 
to mountain bike trails.

Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 94 cm/37’’ | Weight: 3.2 kg/7 lb

JAWS-PACKRAFT.COM

JAWS - MINOTAURE
The Minotuare (3.5 kg) is designed for both beginners and river experts. Unlike the ICARE, which is equipped with a 
pontet, a coaming, and requires the use of a skirt in whitewater, the MINOTAURE has a breakwater (JAWS registered 
model) which helps prevent water from entering. The water that does is quickly discharged through the self-draining 
bottom. This breakwater also allows you to carry your bags if you leave on a journey of several days or transport your 
bike if your adventure carries you between river descent and mountain bike trail. The breakwater will not prevent you 
from rolling your packraft, transporting, or storing it. The rigid portions of the breakwater are easily removed from their 
housing before bending.

Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 94 cm/37’’ | Weight: 3.5 kg/7.5 lb

JAWS-PACKRAFT.COM

JAWS - TITAN
Because happiness is greater when you share it, Team JAWS designed the TITAN: a packraft for two people (2 adults or 1 
adult + 1 child). Cross a lake, descend a river, or walk along a coastline in comfort and safety. The thwart adjusts according 
to the size of the paddlers, a breakwater protects against splashes and helps carry equipment, and a self-draining bottom 
prevents flooding. The thwart allows optimization of safety in river navigation, plays the role of a backsplash for the front 
paddler, and provides a comfortable backrest or footrest for increased support and a better forward stroke.

Length: 350 cm/11’6 | Width: 94 cm/37’’ | Weight: 5.4 kg/11.9 lb

JAWS-PACKRAFT.COM

https://www.jaws-packraft.fr/
https://www.jaws-packraft.fr/
https://www.jaws-packraft.fr/
https://www.jaws-packraft.fr/
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HOBIE - MIRAGE LYNX
The Lynx’s flat-bottom design provides confidence-inducing stability and ultimate maneuverability. The effortless speed of 
the MirageDrive 180 with Kick-Up Fins combines with the streamlined, sleek hull of the Lynx for a truly epic ride perfect 
for a weekend of fishing/exploring. Lightweight materials meet optimal performance with ACE-TEC Technology. Weighing 
only 21.5 kg and equipped with rear loading skid pads, easily throw it on the car. The best seat in the house, designed 
for comfort with breathable, mono-mesh, is elevated to keep you dry all day. The wide bow creates a smoother ride and 
ample storage for your gear.

Length: 335 cm/11’0 | Width: 92 cm/36’’ | Weight: 29 kg/63 lb Max. Cap.: 159 kg/350 lb | 
Material: ACE-TEC Construction

HOBIE.COM

NEW
2022

RTM - HIRO ANGLER IMPULSE DRIVE
The HIRO Impulse Drive is a new pedal drive fishing kayak from RTM. Inspired by Bass Boats, our designers created a 
stable, fast, and ergonomic design that meets the expectations of kayak fishermen. Powered by the Impulse Drive, this 
proven pedal system is lightweight and allows you to move forward and in reverse. A large rudder operated by a joystick 
makes this kayak easy to handle. Its comfortable premium chair adjusts to the fisherman’s size. Molded storage area with 
battery and transducer accessibility. This new hands-free fishing kayak is ready for adventure.

Length: 362 cm/11’9 | Width: 87 cm/34’’ | Thickness: 40 cm/16’’ |  
Weight: 35 kg/77 lb | Max. Cap.: 180 kg/397 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

BIG MAMA KAYAK - TRIKEN 405
The Triken 405: A kayak with maximum stability, suitable for the most demanding fisherman. Very fast and hydrodynamic, 
and made in Italy. Comes ‘‘ALL INCLUSIVE;’’ The Triken is delivered with four internal rod holders and two adjustable rod 
holders. It also features a watertight front compartment with the possibility of transforming into a livewell that can contain 
up to 16 liters of water with the option of adding a pump for oxygenating the water.

Length: 405 cm/13’3 | Width: 89 cm/35’’ | Weight: 40 kg/88 lb | Max. Cap.: 250 L/66 G

BIGMAMAKAYAK.IT

JACKSON KAYAK - COOSA FD
The Coosa FD is based on the top-selling Coosa HD hull and deck layout but adds our Flex Drive 3D system allowing for 
hands-free propulsion. The new Flex Drive 3D offers forward and reverse operation and includes a unique articulating 
system for deep and shallow water navigation, and the prop is easy to access as needed. The Coosa FD comes with 
fore-aft trimming and our High Ergo Seat Frame with MOLLE System that puts the pedaler in the most comfortable position 
possible. The Flex Drive 3D is easily deployed with the flip of a lever and is upgradable to our Flex Drive E motor system.

Length: 383.5 cm/12’7 | Width: 88.4 cm/34.8’’ |  
Weight: 48.5 kg/107 Ib | Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

FISHING KAYAKS FOR THOSE DEMANDING ELITE PERFORMANCE 
WHEN IN SEARCH OF THE BIGGEST CATCH.

https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.bigmamakayak.it/it/
https://www.bigmamakayak.it/it/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
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BLUE SKY BOATWORKS - 360 ANGLER
For those who want a kayak specifically designed for fishing, the 360° Angler doesn’t compromise space, 
comfort, accessories, storage, stealth, or the ability to get to those skinny/shallow waters the big boats 
can’t. The 360 Angler features the stability of a bass boat with the convenience of a kayak. The Angler has 
gear tracks for rod mounts, comes with rod holders, has hull storage for rods and tackle boxes, and much 
more. New for 2021: more robust steering cable bracket, new steering arm bracket, and improved rudder 
(aluminum with better actuation). Added seals to hatches to minimize water intrusion.

Length: 406.4 cm/13’4 | Width: 121.9 cm/48’’ | Weight: 63.5 kg/140 Ib | 
Colors: Arctic . Forest

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

BLUE SKY BOATWORKS - 360 PRO
Take your Blue Sky Boatworks experience to the next level with the Blue Sky 360 Pro! This boat comes 
rigged and ready to fish with features like an integrated electronic wiring system with relay, factory-
installed DC battery box, mounting options for foot-controlled or transom-mounted trolling motors, wide, 
open deck layout, and steering skeg. The 360 Pro blends the functionality and features of a powerboat 
with the sleek performance of the Blue Sky Boatworks line. New for 2021: Repositioned wiring to eliminate 
potential shorts and added seals to minimize water intrusion.

Length: 408.94 cm/13’5 | Width: 152.4 cm/60’’ |  
Weight: 77.1 kg/170 Ib | Colors: Arctic . Forest

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

Lettmann GmbH 
Franz-Haniel-Straße 53
47443 Moers / Germany

info@lettmann.de
www.lettmann.de

+49 (0) 28 41 / 99 92 89 - 0

+49 (0) 28 41 / 99 92 89 - 9

@lettmanngmbh
lettmann-gmbh

SWEET
 AND SALTY!

Feeling home on lakes, 
rivers and the sea.

AKAROA
NEW

Available in 2 Sizes. 

MV  
525 / 57,5 cm
Volume: 310 L
HV 
525 / 58 cm
Volume: 330 L
Weight: from 20 kg

+49 (0) 28 41 / 54 77 4

https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://lettmann.de/
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HOBIE - MIRAGE OUTBACK
The Mirage Outback truly is legendary. The extra-wide standing deck offers an excellent casting platform. The Guardian 
Transducer Shield gives you multidimensional vision below. The new Vantage CTW seat provides extra width for unmatched 
room and comfort. Molded-in rod holders, deluxe H-Track mounts, and numerous storage compartments ensure that all 
of your gear is at your fingertips. Dual steering handles that operate the Kick-Up Rudder. It’s powered by the MirageDrive 
180 fitted with the revolutionary new Kick-Up Fin System that folds back on contact.

Length: 389 cm/12’9 | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: 47 kg/103 lb | Max. Cap.: 193 kg/425 lb | 
Material: Rotomolded polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE PASSPORT 12
The 12-foot Mirage Passport with pedal propulsion takes you where you want to go with ease and authority. Relax in 
the Passport’s breathable mesh seat or cast a lure and stretch your legs from the wider cockpit area with EVA padding. 
Stash equipment on the bow or stern cargo areas and more below deck access through the center 8’’  Twist-n-Seal hatch. 
Anglers will appreciate the transducer cavity and scupper to install a favorite fishfinder and the Power-Pole® Micro bracket 
indent. Additional features include a steering system with a stowable rudder, two fishing rod holders, accessory tracks, 
and under-seat and gunnel tackle storage.

Length: 360 cm/12’0 | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: 38 kg/83 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | Material: Thermoformed polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE COMPASS
Set your course with the Mirage Compass. Powered by the MirageDrive GT with the new revolutionary Kick-Up Fin 
technology, it moves you smoothly through the water. The Compass offers maximum stability and an oversized cockpit 
and flat deck for standing. A sharp turning radius makes it nimble in tight quarters yet able to speed over open water 
in a stealthy fashion. Fishing features include molded-in rod holders, H-Track accessory mounts, and the Lowrance® 
Ready System.

Length: 366 cm/12’0 | Width: 86 cm/34’’ | Weight: 39 kg/87 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | Material: Rotomolded Ppolyethylene

HOBIE.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE PRO ANGLER 12 360
Move through the water without constraints with the all-new MirageDrive 360 and Kick-Up fins. Go exactly where you want 
to go, effortlessly spin and move in every direction. Hobie’s new Kick-Up Fins, which immediately retract on impact—even 
in shallow areas—are now entirely navigable. Logs, kelp, shallows, rocks, no problem. The PA 12 is packed full of features, 
including six rod holders, the adjustable, elevated Vantage ST seat, extra wide hull, and stain-resistant EVA padding.

Length: 366 cm/12’0 | Width: 0.91 cm/36’’ | Weight: 60 kg/33 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 227 kg/500 lb | Material: Rotomolded polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2022 KAYAK FISHING

MID-RANGE DESIGNS ALLOW KAYAK ANGLERS THE ABILITY TO SIT OR STAND WITH COMFORT, AND 
CUSTOM PLACES TO STORE THE GEAR THEY NEED.MID RANGE |

RIOT KAYAKS - MAKO 10 VERSA
This paddle, pedal, or motor-driven kayak was designed to perform well on flat water or big water for fishing, photography, or 
as a dive platform. Designed for recreational, angler, or diving kayakers. Choose your drive option: Impulse Drive propellor 
pedal unit (one of the lightest and simplest drives on the market); Impulse Flip Drive pedal unit; Mount your own electric 
or gas motor to rear transom. Other stand-out features include a hard front storage cover, water bottle holders, tackle box 
holders, multiple gear accessory tracks, rear storage area with mesh cover, and a high comfort seat.

Length: 305 cm/10’0 | Width: 89 cm/35’’ | Weight: 29 kg/64 lb

RIOTKAYAKS.COM

NEW
2022

ISLANDER KAYAKS - STRIKE ANGLER
The Strike Angler comes ready to go fishing. Its unique, pontoon-style hull offers unmatched stability for anglers to stand 
up with ease. Featuring our flush mount and Scotty Rod Holder as standard.

Length: 406 cm/13’4 | Width: 81 cm/32’’ | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb | Max. Cap.: 181 kg/400 lb | 
Material: High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Lava . Rock

ISLANDERKAYAKS.COM

NRS - PIKE INFLATABLE FISHING KAYAK
The NRS Pike Inflatable Fishing Kayak is rigged and ready to Catch the Adventure™ in remote waters. With unique design 
elements for enhanced on-the-water performance, the Pike also features limitless rigging options to fit your fishing style. 
Combines a high-pressure 4’’ drop stitch deck that inflates to 8 PSI with 10.5’’ side tubes to create a super stable platform 
to sit, stand or move around as you cast.

Length: 386 cm/12’8 | Width: 96.5 cm/38’’ | Weight: 21.7 kg/48 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 170 kg/375 lb | Material: PVC | Colors: Gray . Green . Orange

NRS.COM

NRS - KUDA INFLATABLE SIT-ON-TOP KAYAK
The NRS Kuda inflatable sit-on-top kayaks make fishing remote waters easy. The Kuda 106 is the lightest, most 
maneuverable iSOT in the NRS Fishing line, while the Kuda 126 offers a little more room for gear without sacrificing 
function. Combines a high-pressure 6’’ drop stitch deck that inflates to 8 PSI with 9’’ side tubes to create a super stable 
platform to sit, stand or move around as you cast.

Length: 325 cm . 381 cm/10’8’’ .12’6’’ | Width: 96.5 cm/38’’ |  
Weight: 12.2 kg .14 kg/27 lb . 31 lb | Max. Cap.: 124.7 kg . 36 kg/275 lb . 300 lb | 
Material: PVC | Colors: Gray. Green. Lime | Sizes: 10.6 .12.6

NRS.COM

INFLA
TABLE

NEW
2022

INFLA
TABLE

RAINBOW KAYAKS - HARDBELLY
The Hardbelly is the first belly boat made of polyethylene. Unsinkable thanks to its newly designed structure. It’s ideal for 
rental use by sport fishing structures and fishing guides, as it is not subject to holes and unpleasant damages due to 
incorrect or excessive use. Ideal for bass fishing, but also in other fishing environments such as the lagoon or the sea. 
Highly customizable with a rowing system and an electric motor. Great attention was given to the onboard electronics 
thanks to a double positioning transducer system, classic and with 180 ° side vision.

Length: 130 cm/4’3 | Width: 99 cm/39’’ | Weight: 19 kg/42 lb | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264 lb | 
Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

http://www.riotkayaks.com/
https://islanderkayaks.com/
https://www.nrs.com/
https://www.nrs.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
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JACKSON KAYAK - BITE FD
The Bite FD is designed from the water up to provide you with top performance without requiring a lot of maintenance. 
Bite FD focuses on three key factors: power, propulsion, and steering. The deck offers unbelievable stability for sitting or 
standing. The front and rear provide impeccable storage space to haul your gear, with durable bungee cords to keep 
gear secure on your wildest adventures. Gear tracks let you easily attach your accessories and customize your kayak 
the way you want. The Bite FD is packed with efficiency, comfort, and versatility to make adventures more convenient 
for any water enthusiast!

Length: 350.5 cm/11’6 | Width: 91.4 cm/36’’ | Weight: 43.5 kg/96 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - KILROY HD
Fans of the original Jackson Kilroy will be excited with this new Jackson Kilroy HD, the new standard in versatility for a 
sit-inside fishing kayak. The hull has been reshaped for even more storage, more stability, bow to stern gear and seat track, 
and a layout that is more suited than ever for functional versatility. The 2022 model also includes our latest Comfort Seat 
with a new ergonomic bend to the back and robust frame to provide hours of use and comfort on the water. Fish today, 
hunt tomorrow, or take the family or dog on an expedition!

Length: 391 cm/12’10 | Width: 91.4 cm/36’’ | Weight: 44.4 kg/98 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - YUPIK
Named for the native Alaskan peoples that coined the word ‘‘kayak’’ (qayaq), the Jackson YuPIK changes the very definition 
of versatility. The 2021 model includes our latest seating innovation, the Comfort Seat, featuring a new ergonomic bend 
to the back and robust frame to provide hours of comfort on the water. Bow To Stern track systems, rigging solutions, and 
storage pockets molded in along the entirety of the boat allow you to rig for your adventure without limitation. Customize 
your fun with more room! The YuPIK is the most versatile kayak on the market—check out our accessory line for even 
more options on the water!

Length: 370.8 cm/12’2 | Width: 88.4 cm/34.8’’ | Weight: 40.8 kg/90 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - BITE ANGLER
With the trend in price-point fishing kayaks tending towards compromise in hull quality, performance, gear management, 
and comfort, Jackson Kayak’s Bite Angler doesn’t cut corners. The open-concept deck gives the angler one of our roomiest 
platforms to stand and fish, with ample storage fore and aft. New for 2021, the Bite Angler has been upgraded to the 
Comfort Seat. The gear track has also been upgraded to aluminum for enhanced mounting strength. The Bite Angler is the 
perfect combination of comfort, smart and innovative design, and great value. It’s at home across a variety of waterways, 
including small lakes and rivers, ponds, streams, and inshore saltwater.

Length: 350.5 cm/11’6 | Width: 91.4 cm/36’’ | Weight: 33.6 kg/74 Ib |  
Colors: Earth . Forest . Rockfish

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - BITE REC
With the trend in price-point fishing kayaks tending towards compromise in hull quality, performance, gear management, 
and comfort, Jackson Kayak’s Bite Rec doesn’t cut corners. New for 2021, the Bite has been upgraded to the Comfort 
Seat, for comfort in a framed seat not traditionally found on price point kayaks. Gear track has also been upgraded to 
aluminum for enhanced mounting strength. The open-concept deck gives the angler a roomy platform to stand, shoot 
photos, or simply stretch. The Bite Rec is the perfect combination of comfort, smart and innovative design, and great 
value for recreational paddlers.

Length: 350.5 cm/11’6 | Width: 91.4 cm/36’’ | Weight: 33.6 kg/74 Ib |  
Colors: Cobra . Macaw

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2022 SEA KAYAK

MADE FROM A COMBINATION OF CARBON, KEVLAR AND FIBERGLASS, THEY ARE LIGHTER THAN THEIR PLASTIC 
COUNTERPARTS BUT LESS DURABLE IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.K1 COMPOSITE |

CS CANOE - NZ
NZ: multiple World Champion Nejc Žnidarcic evolves the species. NZ is a wonderful sea kayak. 475 cm condenses the 
best qualities of a fast and light all-round sea kayak, very light, suitable for fitness, leisure and excursions. NZ is definitely 
a sea kayak, but it is also an option for trips on calm inland waters (lake/river), where the characteristics of the hull make 
it easy to maneuver. It is stable and directional in the waves, accelerates very easily and has a fantastic cruising speed; 
NZ is very comfortable and allows long stays on board, even for those of tall stature.

Length: 475 cm/15’5 | Width: 56 cm/22’’ | Weight: 12.5 kg/26.5 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198.4 lb | Material: Lightweight Carbon Vacuum Infusion

CSCANOE.COM

CS CANOE - ALTURA
Altura, CS Canoe’s new, high volume sea kayak, suitable for paddlers weighing over 80 kg and up to 115 kg and/
or particularly tall. Hull with pronounced rocker, for maximum maneuverability in the waves and fun, we recommend 
mounting the adjustable skeg to facilitate tracking over long distances. Neutral behavior in the wind, plus variable balance 
thanks to the standard adjustable seat and adaptable to your weight and height.

Length: 495 cm/16’2 | Width: 54 cm/21’’ | Weight: 16 kg/35 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264.55 lb | Material: Lightweight Carbon Vacuum Infusion

CSCANOE.COM

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

SEABIRD DESIGNS - R SCOTT MV
The R Scott MV is the mid-capacity version of the ‘‘SeaBird Designs R Scott’’ family. It is designed to be maneuverable and 
nimble with good stability, comfort, and seaworthiness. The hull has a deep rocker curvature, shallow V form with a flat 
bottomed midsection, and hard chines, allowing the kayak to edge and carve well in turns. The rocker and high volume 
ends make for an easy boat to surf, equally at home rock hopping or playing in tide races. The ‘‘fish form’’ below water 
lines and ‘‘swede form’’ deck profile allow you to cover the miles with ease.

Length: 518 cm/17’0 | Width: 55.9 cm/22’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb - 22 kg/49 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 160 kg/320 lb | Material: Diolen/Fiberglass/Core . Hybrid Carbon/Kevlar . 
Carbon . Carbon/Kevlar | Colors: Yellow/White . Red/White

SEABIRDDESIGNS.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - VIRGO MV CLX
A polyethylene sea kayak that takes day and weekend trips seriously. The Virgo is a compact but uncompromising sea 
kayak for weekend warriors, at a length which provides ample hull speed for short to medium journeys whilst keeping the 
boat weight to a minimum, making it easier to handle all the way from lifting it off the car, through a trip full of unique 
experiences, to lifting it back onto the car at the end of a great adventure.

Length: 443 cm/14’6 | Width: 59 cm/23.2’’ | Weight: 25.5 kg/56.2 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 100 kg/220 lb | Material: CoreLite X (Foam Core HDPE) |  
Colors: Fuego Orange . Lizard Green . Ocean Turquoise | Sizes: LV . MV . HV

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - VOLAN 160
The ultimate lightweight, highly versatile day/weekend sea kayak. The Volan is built specifically for those who want to 
make the most of day and weekend trips; tracking straight when flat, but swinging round effortlessly when on edge or 
carving into a turn, the Volan has comfortable performance for both the journey and any play spots you find on the way. 
The short, 16’0-length provides ample hull speed for most adventures, and helps keep weight to an absolute minimum 
for nimble performance and easy handling.

Length: 489 cm/16’0 | Width: 58 cm/22.8’’ | Weight: 19 kg/41.8 lb | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264.5 lb | 
Material: Kevlar/Carbon Infusion | Colors: Custom | Sizes: 158 . 160

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

https://www.cscanoe.com/
https://www.cscanoe.com/
https://seabirddesigns.com/
https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://www.phseakayaks.com/
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LETTMANN - ADRIA EXPEDITION PLUS
Our newest sea kayak, the ‘‘Adria’’ complements our fleet perfectly. A five-meter sea kayak, super agile and surprisingly 
fast and secure. The U-shaped hull with rounded edges provides the Adria with lots of initial and secondary stability, and 
the slim stems make her super fast. Thanks to our new cockpit size entering and exiting is a piece of cake. A compromise 
between length, stability, agility, and speed rounded up with our integrated steering-skeg, that’s what makes the Adria a 
real eye-catcher and a great switchover kayak for kayakers that want to go from recreational kayaking to sea kayaking.

Length: 500 cm/16’4 | Width: 57 cm/22’’ | Weight: 19 kg/41 lb | Volume: 285 L/ 62.7 G | 
Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS | Sizes: HV . LV

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - SKAGERRAK EPEDITION PLUS
The Lettmann Skagerrak is one of our most functional sea kayaks, designed for not only your daily 
routine on the nearest lake but also for the next adventure, whether on the Mediterranean, Baltic, or 
Atlantic. There’s enough space for all the luggage you need on your expedition. The Skagerrak is big 
enough to carry taller and heavier kayakers with ease. It is comfortable, stable, and super easy to surf. 
Our steering-skeg rounds up the Skagerrak’s balanced features and makes it even more suitable for salty waters. The 
Skagerrak has proved itself a clients’ favorite and fully met our expectations.

Length: 555 cm/18’2 | Width: 58 cm/23’’ | Weight: 28 kg/62 lb | Volume: 360 L/95 G |  
Max. Cap.: 160 kg/353 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS | Sizes: HV . MV

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - SKINNER EXPEDITION PLUS
Greenland meets Lettmann. The Skinner is our interpretation of a Greenlander in a modern world of kayaking. Thanks to 
its flat silhouette and long stems, the Skinner is as smooth and fast as a Greenlander but has a keyhole cockpit more 
suitable for modern sea kayak use. Have a great day of paddling or even an entire week out if you pack your luggage 
smart. The slender bow cuts elegantly through the water, the rounded U-frame in the waist guarantees high initial and 
a very high-end stability.

Length: 560 cm/18’4 | Width: 54 cm/21’’ | Weight: 25.5 kg/56 lb | Volume: 287 L/75.8 G | 
Max. Cap.: 125 kg/275 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - BISKAYA EPEDITION PLUS
A solid sea-going vessel, the Biskaya will look after you in turbulent times, give dry rides over moderate waves, and 
respond & turn on command. The curved profile of the middle hull section creates a fast & stable hull, wide enough to 
be confident it will look after you in rough conditions. Very light but built for open water, the Biskaya is built to a high 
standard with full safety features throughout. Internal adjustments include a moveable seat, backrest, adjustable thigh 
braces, an infinitely adjustable full plate footrest. The Biskaya can be your multiday expedition machine, day tourer, or 
dynamic rockhopper/surfer.

Length: 535 cm/17’5 | Width: 53.5 cm/21’’ | Weight: 26 kg/55 lb | Volume: 295 L/78 G | 
Max. Cap.: 135 kg/298 lb | Material: DCS . LCS . VCS | Sizes: LV . MV . HV

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - AKAROA
The Akaroa might be ‘‘not exactly the fastest 525er Lettmann ever created,’’ but that doesn’t bother us. The Akaroa has 
other strengths – it’s our most directionally stable kayak with excellent control and agility. No matter whether they come 
frontwards or astern, the Akaroa masters wind and waves easily and manages (tide) currents without making too much 
use of the skeg or rudder. To achieve this, we reduced the hull’s volume and gave it some more reflexed profile and 
placed the cockpit slightly more towards the rear. Don’t worry, you won’t struggle to keep up on tour as the cruising 
speed still is decent.

Length: 525 cm/17’3 | Width: 57.5 cm/22.6’’ | Volume: 310 L/82 G

LETTMANN.DE

https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
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CS CANOE - FOXY
Foxy: Replica of the original Mariner Kayaks Coaster, it is a very versatile kayak, easy to transport and store, with good 
load capacity, suitable for marine use, on short and medium excursions and along the coast. Suitable for any trip on 
calm inland waters (lake/river). The hull has the original ‘‘Hard Chine’’ shape, characterized by the supporting sides that 
connect to the bottom, through the two typical keels of this technical solution. This particularity increases the secondary 
stability, offering a greater support surface of the sides, allowing you to maintain an accentuated degree of heel of the 
kayak without overturning.

Length: 410 cm/13’4 | Width: 57 cm/22.4’’ | Weight: 16 kg/35 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 95 kg/209.4 lb | Material: Lightweight Carbon Vacuum Infusion

CSCANOE.COM

CS CANOE - ABSOLUTE 16
Absolute 16, a medium-high volume sea kayak, also available on request in the low volume version, adapted to the 
physical characteristics of the paddler. It is a sea kayak with excellent cruising speed and a length of just over five meters, 
combining high performance with better maneuverability and ease of transport by car. It has the characteristics of a great 
navigator, with excellent interior habitability, even for taller people, and ease of handling, plus a large load capacity and 
complete standard equipment, for maximum safety in navigation.

Length: 505 cm/16’5 | Width: 58 cm/22.8’’ | Weight: 17 kg/37.5 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264.55 lb | Material: Lightweight Carbon Vacuum Infusion

CSCANOE.COM

CS CANOE - MY SUN
My Sun is a new play boat for the sea, for journeying and having fun on the waves and inshore around the cliffs. The boat 
is very maneuverable and easy to keep on course, a sea kayak which helps you out in all sea conditions. It is especially 
stable and predictable in the waves, making allowances for any lapses of concentration by the paddler. It is built with 
a high rocker and a light V-shape to the hull to give lateral and directional stability along with a high cruising speed.

Length: 527 cm/17’3 | Width: 54 cm/21’’ | Weight: 18 kg/39.6 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 120 kg/264.55 lb | Material: Lightweight Carbon Vacuum Infusion

CSCANOE.COM

CS CANOE - INUK EVO
Inuk Evo: the evolution of the traditional Inuk, a new design developed with Rob Feloy, the creator of the Inuk, which 
maintains the qualities of high speed, increased stability, making it more of a sea kayak. The changes have affected 
the hull while maintaining the maximum width of 51 cm. The rear keel has been reduced in favor of maneuverability, 
even without the use of the rudder, while on deck there is a new, 84-cm cockpit which allows easy embarkation and 
disembarkation and a better ergonomics to facilitate paddling in all weather conditions.

Length: 545 cm/17’8 | Width: 51 cm/20’’ | Weight: 16 kg/35 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286.6 lb | Material: Lightweight Carbon Vacuum Infusion

CSCANOE.COM

CS CANOE - BIG MONSTER
Big Monster 580: the evolution of the SK Monster 580, with greater volume and habitability of the cockpit, now particularly 
suitable for tall people with an ‘‘important’’ physique. Big Monster 580 is a fast travel sea kayak, known for ease of handling, 
stability, smoothness and load capacity. The length of 580 cm allows a better longitudinal stability, especially between 
close waves, reducing the pitch to the advantage of the fluidity in the kayak advancement.

Length: 580 cm/19’0 | Width: 54 cm/21’’ | Weight: 18 kg/39.6 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 145 kg/320 lb | Material: Lightweight Carbon Vacuum Infusion

CSCANOE.COM

https://www.cscanoe.com/
https://www.cscanoe.com/
https://www.cscanoe.com/
https://www.cscanoe.com/
https://www.cscanoe.com/
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2022 SEA KAYAK

HEAVIER THAN COMPOSITE BOATS, BUT OFFERING MORE VARIED 
USE AND MORE DURABILITY IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.K1 PLASTIC |

NEW
2022

PRIJON - SEATRON GT
A medium to high volume multi-day sea kayak for medium to larger paddlers. The Prijon Seatron 520 GT is a durable 
quality performance sea kayak for short and long tours that can handle rough conditions and paddle effortlessly on 
calmer days. Made primarily for extensive open water crossings, surfing waves, and long multiday trips with all you need. 
It has high stability combined with high maneuverability, especially during rough conditions at sea. It surfs with following 
waves well as you paddle and is effortless to control

Length: 520 cm/17’1 | Width: 58 cm/22.8’’ | Weight: 29 kg/63.9 lb | Volume: 390 L/86 G | 
Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb 

PRIJON.COM

RIOT KAYAKS - EDGE 13
The new Edge 13 will make any sea kayak blush with envy, with its harmony of shape and features. The low-profile deck 
has been redesigned, adding a deck plate and storage pod. Rear accessory tracks allow you to mount any number of 
items for fishing, photography, and more. New and seasoned paddlers alike will enjoy its blend of primary and secondary 
stability: a comfortable kayak that will grow with you.

Length: 398 cm/13’0 | Width: 64 cm/25’’ | Weight: 25.3 kg/55.8 lb

RIOTKAYAKS.COM

P&H SEA KAYAKS - LEO MV CLX
Sometimes it’s an expedition, sometimes it’s just a short getaway, but it’s always a Leo. At around 16’0 in length, and 
drawing influence from the Scorpio and Virgo, the Leo fits neatly between the two in the P&H range to offer a boat which 
allows the paddler to explore all avenues of sea kayaking comfortably.

Material: CoreLite X (Foam Core HDPE) |  
Colors: Fuego Orange . Lizard Green . Ocean Turquoise | Sizes: MV . HV

PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - STRATOS E 12.5
The new baby Stratos is a high performance tourer, playful and sporty in the surf, and equally comfortable gliding along 
on a lake. Smooth and forgiving for the new paddler to learn with, the Stratos has been developed for stability and 
predictability even in rough or moving water. Available in two sizes, large, and small. Outfitted with Contour Lite seating 
and a bulkhead foot brace.

Length: 382 cm/12’6 | Width: 62 cm/24’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 125 kg/276 lb | Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene |  
Sizes: S . L | Colors: Red . Lime . Electron

DAGGER.COM

DRAGOROSSI - SPRINTWAVE
The SprintWave was designed for maximum performance with the smallest footprint. The SprintWave is agile in the 
waves and has excellent speed in flat water, so much so that it can also be used in racing. Stable but with good speed 
and with a strong vocation for downwind gliding, ideal for those approaching surfski for the first time or for those who 
already have a canoe experience and want to start having fun in the waves. Provided with handles at the bow and stern, 
central recessed handles for easy transport, rear locker, adjustable footrest, rudder system, and integrated nylon emptier.

Length: 515 cm/16’11 | Width: 51 cm/20’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Max. Cap.: 95 kg/209 lb | 
Material: PE

DRAGOROSSI.COM

NEW
2022

SURF
SKI

https://www.prijon.com/
http://prijon.com
http://www.riotkayaks.com/
https://www.phseakayaks.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
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DAG - MEZZO LUXE
The MEZZO LUXE is a compact, comfortable, and manageable touring kayak. Its rear storage compartment allows you 
to carry everything you need for a few hours to two days. Its large coaming and the adjustable and ergonomic HI-CLASS 
seat make this kayak comfortable and accessible to all sizes.

Length: 360 cm/11’8 | Width: 67 cm/22’’ | Depth: 37 cm/14.5’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb | 
Cockpit Size: 92 cm x 47 cm/36.2’’ x 18.5’’ | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

DAG - YSAK HI LUXE
The YSAK is the ideal long distance touring kayak. Its long waterline ensures for excellent tracking and a comfortable 
paddling experience, even in rough seas. 

Length: 506 cm/16’6 | Width: 57 cm/22.5’’ | Depth: 30 cm/12’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57 lb | 
Cockpit: 84 cm x 46 cm/32’’ x 18’’ | Max. Cap.: 120 kg/265 lb |  
Material: Three-layer Polyethylene

DAG-KAYAK.COM

DAG - TIWOK EVO
Stable, elegant, and speedy, the Tiwok Evo takes the next step toward better comfort thanks to the new Hi Class seat and 
backrest and larger cockpit. Paddlers of all sizes can now enjoy day trips or excursions on the sea, lakes, and gentle 
rivers thanks to this polyvalent kayak. Possibility to install an optional rudder.

Length: 440 cm/14’4 | Width: 60 cm/23.6’’ | Depth: 34 cm/13.4’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Cockpit.: 90 cm x 45 cm/35.4’’ x 17.7’’ | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

DAG - MIWOK EVO
The Miwok Evo is one of the most stylish and elegant plastic sea kayaks on the market. Its speed, stability, and comfort 
enable you to paddle further for longer.

Length: 500 cm/16’4 | Width: 60 cm/23.6’’ | Depth: 35 cm/13.8’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55.1 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 140 kg/308 lb | Cockpit: 79 cm x 45 cm/31’’ x 17.7’’ | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

RPI KAYAK - SHORELINE
The Shoreline is a fast, stable, and easy to steer kayak, ideal for small and medium-sized users. Its reputation is well 
established. Try it, and you’ll see why. 

Length: 480 cm/15’8 | Width: 56 cm/22’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57.3 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

EXO KAYAKS - PORTOFINO
The Portofino is a high-performance sea kayak, the result of a long process of design, testing, and research. This kayak 
is a combination of speed, stability, and maneuverability: the four storage lockers, the skeg, and the deck equipment 
make this kayak adaptable to any sea and weather situation and exploitable by any level of kayaker. Made in three-layer 
rotational molding, the Portofino is rigid and robust but lightweight, maintaining the performance of composite kayaks.

Length: 515 cm/16’10 | Width: 57 cm/22.4’’ | Weight: 29 kg/64 lb

EXOKAYAKS.COM

https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://www.exokayaks.com/
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SEABIRD DESIGNS - DISCOVERY
SeaBird Designs Discovery is the best choice for people who appreciate stable and responsive kayaks. Sea, lake, or 
river – it doesn’t matter, you will handle them all with the Discovery. The kayak is responsive, stable and it features a 
distinctly-shaped hull, great for bridging a wide range of day trips. The Discovery is light and very easy to handle, with 
extra fine-tuning options to match your preferences. This mini sea kayak is exactly what you need for exploring open, 
choppy waters, the lull of lazy rivers, and the wild beauty of lakes. The Discovery is the ultimate recreational kayak!

Length: 430 cm/14’1 | Width: 63 cm/24.8’’ | Weight: 22 kg/49 lb | Max. Cap.: 140 kg/309 lb | 
Material: Three-layer polyethylene | Colors: Yellow . Red . Lime Green

SEABIRDDESIGNS.COM

SEABIRD DESIGNS - ÅFJORD PRO
A sea kayak that is only 368 cm long! Very easy to handle on land and at sea. The Åfjord Pro is a shortened version of 
Expedition LV/HV. The Åfjord Pro combines speed, maneuverability, and stability in a very respectable way. This is a great 
first-time purchase for hobby paddlers. This kayak is also excellently suited to fishing and hunting. The Åfjord Pro has a 
rudder, and the rear part of its hull is shaped like a keel. Therefore, the stability of this kayak is unique even when you 
don’t use the rudder.

Length: 368 cm/12’1 | Width: 64 cm/25’’ | Weight: 22 kg/49 lb | Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | 
Material: Three-layer polyethylene | Colors: Yellow . Red . Lime Green

SEABIRDDESIGNS.COM

SEABIRD DESIGNS - EXPEDITION LV
SeaBird Designs Expedition combines speed, stability, volume, weight, and design very well! Few kayaks can match its 
all-around capabilities. One of the first things you will notice on this kayak is its elegant lines. The Expedition’s designs 
are made from modern Swedish form—with the widest point of the kayak at the back of the cockpit. This design makes 
paddling forward more comfortable and efficient because you can put the paddle closer to your body. The Expedition LV 
is a compact, comfortable, and elegant sea kayak for smaller and mid-sized paddlers from 55 kg to 90 kg.

Length: 480 cm/15’9 | Width: 56 cm/22’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55 lb - 22 kg/49 lb | Max. Cap.:   
130 kg/287 lb | Material: Three-layer polyethylene | Colors: Yellow . Red . Lime Green

SEABIRDDESIGNS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - LASER 5.15
Ideal for kayaking excursions on the sea and lake. The stability and speed, combined with the widest range of accessories, 
make the Laser ideal for camping and boat trips lasting several days. It comes standard with front and rear elastic nets, 
three watertight compartments, padded adjustable anatomical seat, padded backband, pedal footrest, padded adjustable 
knee braces, and perimetral deckline.

Length: 515 cm/16’11 | Width: 59 cm/23’’ | Weight: 24 kg/53 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 4.30
The Oasis is a very stable and fast sea kayak, easy to use, and very reliable for sea and lake excursions—even multiday 
trips. It comes standard with an elastic net, two large watertight compartments, a padded adjustable back band, a padded 
adjustable ergonomic seat, and pedal footrest.

Length: 430 cm/14’1 | Width: 64 cm/26’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 95 kg/209 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 3.90
The Oasis 3.9 is a very stable sea kayak ideal for those who want a shorter boat. Easy to use and very reliable for sea, lake, 
and flatwater excursions—even for multiday trips. It comes standard with an elastic net, one large watertight compartment, 
padded adjustable back band, padded adjustable ergonomic seat, and pedal footrest.

Length: 390 cm/12’10 | Width: 63 cm/25’’ | Weight: 19.5 kg/43 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS 3.50 YOUNG
A sea kayak for kids and lightweight paddlers below 55 kg. Easy to use and very reliable for sea, lake, and flatwater 
excursions—even for multiday trips. It comes standard with an elastic net, one large watertight compartment, padded 
adjustable back band, padded adjustable ergonomic seat, and pedal footrest.

Length: 350 cm/11’6 | Width: 51 cm/20’’ | Weight: 17 kg/37 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 55 kg/120 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

https://seabirddesigns.com/
https://seabirddesigns.com/
https://seabirddesigns.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2022 SEA KAYAK
K2 |

RAINBOW KAYAKS - ATLANTIS
Tandem sea kayak for sea excursions. The Atlantis comes with front and center elastic nets, two watertight compartments, 
padded adjustable ergonomic seat, adjustable padded leg rests, adjustable padded backband, pedal footrest, and 
perimetral deckline. The completeness of the supplied accessories makes it ideal for camping and multiday kayak trips.

Length: 545 cm/17’10 | Width: 64 cm/26’’ | Weight: 34 kg/75 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 200 kg/440 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - OASIS TWIN
Tandem sea kayak for flat water and sea excursions. It comes standard with a central elastic net, one watertight 
compartment, padded adjustable ergonomic seat, adjustable padded backband, pedal footrest, and perimetral deckline. 
The completeness of the supplied accessories makes it ideal for camping and boat rental.

Length: 490 cm/16’0 | Width: 67 cm/26.3’’ | Weight: 31 kg/68 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 200 kg/440 lb | Material: PE

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

DAG - BIWOK EVO
Biwok Evo Hi luxury with retractable drift. The kayaker can adjust the depth of the Biwok depending on wind and current 
strength to more easily correct the course. The Biwok EVO is designed for performance: its larger cockpits with Hi Class 
seats & backrests offer an optimal comfort. Great load capacity, speed & stability—Biwok Evo combines all advantages. 
It is recommended to use a DRY BAG in the kayak’s storage compartments.

Length: 530 cm/17’4 | Width: 67 cm/26.4’’ | Depth: 35 cm/13.8’’ | Weight: 34 kg/49 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 240 kg/529 lb | Cockpit.: 92 cm x 47 cm/36.2’’ x 18.5’’ | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

CS CANOE - MARINA 535
Very versatile two-seater kayak, with good load capacity, suitable for marine use, on medium-long excursions. Suitable for 
any trip on calm inland waters (lake/river). It is stable in the waves, has a good cruising speed and excellent directional 
stability; it is ideal for beginners or those of tall stature. It is very comfortable and allows long stays on board. It is a reliable 
kayak, but easy to handle, it is not recommended for use in the open sea, except for paddlers with adequate experience 
and appropriate safety and navigation equipment.

Length: 535 cm/17’5 | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 25 kg/55.1 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 220 kg/485.0 lb | Material: Lightweight Carbon Vacuum Infusion

CSCANOE.COM

COMP
OSITE

SHARE THE MAGIC OF THE OCEAN WITH A FRIEND—OR PARTNER. 

https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.cscanoe.com/
https://tahesport.com/
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2022 CANOE

STABLE DESIGN AND DURABLE CONSTRUCTION MAKE THESE 
CANOES PERFECT FOR TOURING ON LAKES AND EASY RIVERS.HIGH END |

ARMELITE - SKYLINER 16
The Skyliner 16 was thought up as a travel/touring canoe for micro-adventures. The canoe runs perfectly straight and 
scores points with precise handling on lakes and big rivers. The Skyliner series also comes with our Armerlite thermos-
composite. It makes the boat strong and robust.

Length: 484 cm/16’0 | Width: 90 cm/35.4’’ | Weight: 30 kg/66 lb | Max.Cap.: 450 L/119 G

ARMERLITE-CANOES.COM

ARMELITE - BROOKS 15
The Brooks 15 is available with standard or wooden trim. This fast and handy canoe is perfect for the river and just as 
comfortable on the flat. Armerlite’s lightweight construction is the perfect combination of strength and weight.

Length: 456 cm/15’0 | Width: 87 cm/34.2’’ |  
Weight: 27 kg/59.5 lb | Max.Cap.: 400 L/105.7 G

ARMERLITE-CANOES.COM

BEAVER CANOES - ACTIVE LUX
Beaver: stable, secure, and fast canoes for boating with the family. The Active Lux offers a carrying capacity of 320 kg with 
a 15 cm freeboard and Beaver’s exclusive oak tree finish. The composite hull utilizes sandwich construction, strengthening 
the hull and providing long-term resistance at high loads.

Length: 485 cm/16’0 | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Weight: 26 kg/57.3 lb

CANOEBEAVER.COM

BEAVER CANOES - SCOUT
Lightweight single person canoe, produced in Latvia, by Beaver Canoe Factory. The composite hull utilizes sandwich 
construction, strengthening the hull and providing long-term resistance at high loads.

Length: 330 cm/11’0 | Width: 80 cm/31.5’’ | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb

CANOEBEAVER.COM

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

NEW
2022

https://armerlite-canoes.com/
http://armerlite-canoes.com
https://armerlite-canoes.com/
http://armerlite-canoes.com
http://www.canoebeaver.com/
http://www.canoebeaver.com/
http://www.canoebeaver.com/
http://www.canoebeaver.com/
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STABLE DESIGN AND DURABLE CONSTRUCTION MAKE THESE 
CANOES PERFECT FOR TOURING ON LAKES AND EASY RIVERS.

VENTURE KAYAKS - AFON CL EXPLORER
A true enthusiast’s canoe. Rivers can be tranquil or they can be wild, and the Venture Afon is a canoe in which you can 
enjoy either variety as well as everything between, whether paddled solo or tandem.

Length: 454 cm/14’10 | Width: 91 cm/35.8’’ | Weight: 39 kg/86 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 350 kg/771.6 lb | Material: CoreLite (Foam Core HDPE) |  
Colors: Fuego Orange . Olive Green . Aqua Blue | Sizes: One size

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE KAYAKS - RANGER 162 CL CRUISER
A highly versatile, modern design. A firm favorite with families and hirers alike, the Venture Ranger is stable, highly 
versatile, and supremely hard wearing.

Length: 490 cm/16’1 | Width: 90 cm/35.4 lb | Weight: 38 kg/83.7 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 450 kg/992 lb | Material: CoreLite (Foam Core HDPE) |  
Colors: Fuego Orange . Olive Green . Aqua Blue | Sizes: 149 . 162

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE KAYAKS - PROSPECTOR 155 CL EXPLORER
A traditional-style canoe without compromise. The traditional-style Venture Prospector excels on wilderness expeditions 
and whitewater trips, making it popular with enthusiasts and outdoor centers across the globe.

Length: 464 cm/15’2 | Width: 91cm/35.8’’ | Weight: 36 kg/79.3 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 370 kg/815.7 lb | Material: CoreLite (Foam Core HDPE) |  
Colors: Fuego Orange . Olive Green . Aqua Blue | Sizes: 155 . 165

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

RPI KAYAK - PILAU 16
The Pilau 16 is a robust and stable canoe that is comfortable and spacious. It is ideal for river and/or lake trips with 
friends or family. Single-layer (53) and tri-layer (48) construction options available.

Length: 480 cm/15’8 | Width: 90 cm/35.4’’ | Weight: 42 kg/92.6 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

MID RANGE |

WHITE
WATER

ROTO ATTIVO - CANADIER 5W
The CANADIER 525 is a classic open boat made of recycled three-layer polyethylene with wooden seats. The Canadier 
525 Green Line is the first canoe in our ECO line of canoes. In our laboratory, we produce material from recycled 
packaging collected from nature during ecological campaigns. The Canadier 525 is stable in the water, spacious, and 
easy to maneuver. There is no better canoe for a paddling trip through nature. The Canadier 525 is also available with 
recycled polyethylene seats, with storage space in the second and third seats. Backrests for the first and last seats are 
also available.

Length: 525 cm/17’ | Width: 93 cm/36.6’’ | Weight: 49 kg/108 lb

ROTOATTIVO.EU

https://venturekayaks.com/
https://venturekayaks.com/
https://venturekayaks.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://rotoattivo.eu/
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2022 CANOE

STABLE DESIGN AND DURABLE CONSTRUCTION MAKE THESE 
CANOES PERFECT FOR TOURING ON LAKES AND EASY RIVERS.ENTRY LEVEL |

RTM - RIVIERA COMFORT XL
The RIVIERA XL, longer than the classic RIVIERA for more fun to share. It has an additional central bench for increased 
seating and comfort. The RIVIERA XL welcomes up to four adults, or two adults and four children.

Length: 500 cm/16’4 | Width: 100 cm/39’’ | Depth: 37 cm/14.5’’ | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 350 kg/772 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RTM - RIVIERA COMFORT
The RIVIERA is the ideal boat to discover the rivers with the family. This sturdy and stable boat can be used sitting or 
kneeling. A must for beginners, it is also recommended for professional use. The RIVIERA Open Canoe is available in a 
Standard and Comfort version, offering two standard PE backrests on the front and rear seats.

Length: 464 cm/15’2 | Width: 90 cm/35.4’’ | Depth: 37 cm/14.5’’ | Weight: 43 kg/95 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 295 kg/650 lb | Material: HDPE

RTMKAYAKS.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - APACHE 16’
A classic open canoe, available with two and three wooden or polyethylene seats. The peculiar V-shaped hull combines 
great stability at a very good directionality and speed. Fitted with comfortable carrying handles. It is made of superlinear 
polyethylene in the two outer layers and polyethylene foam in its ‘‘foam core.’’ The Apache 16’ is ideal for touring and 
trips on rivers and lakes and for rental use. Also available Apache 15’ and Apache 17’.

Length: 495 cm/16’3 | Width: 93.5 cm/36.8’’ | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 300 kg/660 lb | Material: Three-layer polyethylene

RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

RPI KAYAK - JALTA
A stable, high-performance three-seater canoe with a versatile and practical interior design. The JALTA is at ease in lakes 
and rivers. Built in single layer PE (48 kg). Also available in three-layer PE (40 kg).

Length: 464 cm/15’2 | Width: 90 cm/35.4’’  | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb 

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://www.rtmkayaks.com/
https://rainbowkayaks.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://pyranha.com/
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2022 WHITEWATER

HIGH STABILITY WHITEWATER KAYAK FOR RUNNING RIVERS AND STEEP CREEKS.CREEKING |

JACKSON KAYAK - NIRVANA
The Nirvana brings speed, stability, and maneuverability to any class of whitewater, inspiring confidence like never before. 
High bow rocker keeps you dry while flying over waves and holes, making the Medium Nirvana a sub-9’0 racing machine. 
However, unlike many racing kayaks, the Nirvana is accessible— both responsive and forgiving— such that it feels at 
home on everything from beginner whitewater to the most demanding Class-V rapids. If you want a performance-inspiring 
river-running/creek boat that’ll knock rapids down a class, then the Nirvana is the boat for you!

Length: 273.05 cm/9’0 | Width: 67 cm/26.4’’ | Weight: 20.2 kg/44.5 Ib |  
Colors: Flame . Red . Watermelon

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - ZEN 3.0
The Zen platform has been used by leading whitewater schools worldwide as an amazing teaching tool. The Zen 3.0 
stays on top of the water, and the bow lifts over and clears things better than any previous design. It is a dry, confidence-
inspiring ride, especially when the river gets steep. The hull combines an amazingly fun zippy feel with carving, gliding, 
and surfing while adding a new level of stability to the platform. The ease of staying right side up is incredible, while 
the confidence it provides is welcome on any river. It boofs, surfs, and plugs…. versatility doesn’t mean compromise!

Length: 246.4 cm/8’1 | Width: 64 cm/25.2’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 Ib |  
Colors: Flame . Red . Watermelon

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

EXO KAYAKS - ZION CREEK
This new creek boat has been developed with our top team to create an innovative kayak. The Zion Creek delivers on all 
its promises and allows you to push your limits. Doesn’t matter if you are into big water or steep creeking: the Zion Creek 
is your ally to succeed in the chaos of the most complex rapids.

Length: 271 cm/8’10 . 257 cm/8’5 | Width: 66 cm/26’’ . 63 cm/24.8’’ |  
Volume: 339 L/89.5 G . 291 L/76.8 L | Sizes: L . S

EXOKAYAKS.COM

NEW
2022

SPADE KAYAKS - ROYAL FLUSH
The Royal Flush is an ultra-dynamic kayak that excels in deep water, but doesn’t mind a low water creek run either. If you 
like to pull the stick and swing the hips, the Royal Flush is your weapon.

Length: 274 cm/9’0 | Width: 68 cm/26.8’’ | Weight: 23 kg/51 Ib | Volume: 335 L/74 G

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.exokayaks.com/
https://www.spadekayaks.com/
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PYRANHA KAYAKS - SCORCH M
The Scorch is a boundary-smashing design which dives into the unexplored region between longboats and creek boats, 
striking the sweet spot between the two to bring a unique experience to the masses. It is the culmination of decades of 
progression, combining and refining features from industry-leading designs like the 9R (waterline length, bow rocker), 
Machno (volume and deck profile), and Burn (planing hull with hard edge); it’s the boat for dry-hair days on local 
creeks, dialing in moves and lines, and packing those lessons up and carrying them through to the wildest missions 
and expeditions you can dream of.

Length: 267 cm/8’9 | Width: 63 cm/24.8 | Weight: 23 kg/50.7 lb | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (HDPE) | Colors: Fire Ant . Smoking Gecko | Sizes: S . M . L

PYRANHA.COM

PYRANHA KAYAKS - SCORCH X
A monster truck in front and a Ferrari in the back. Dave Fusilli had been dreaming of this boat for a few years and hounding 
the Pyranha design team almost as long; the concept was refined for the regular Scorch size range, whilst the X offers 
the raw, unadulterated, boundary-smashing X-perience for the connoisseur.

Length: 302 cm/9’11 | Width: 64.5 cm/25.4’’ | Weight: 24.5 kg/54 lb | Max. Cap.: 115 kg/254 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (HDPE) | Colors: Fire Ant . Smoking Gecko | Sizes: One size

PYRANHA.COM

LETTMANN - MANTA
The Manta is designed to be a highly competitive kayak for extreme races. At 272 cm, it is within the allowed length limit. 
Its most noticeable features are the aggressive bow rocker and stern spoiler. The purpose of the rocker on the bow is to 
lift and clear holes whilst keeping you on track & in control to move forward. The stern ‘‘spoiler’’ design assists in exiting 
holes by boosting the boat forward & out to maintain your momentum; great for speed in a race and equally useful for 
surviving gnarly hydraulics.

Length: 274 cm/9’0 | Width: 65 cm/25.5’’ | Weight: 21.5 kg/47.4 lb | Volume: 320 L/84.5 G | 
Max. Cap.: 140 kg/309 lb | Material: HDPE

LETTMANN.DE

SPADE KAYAKS - BLACK JACK
The Black Jack is a modern whitewater kayak that perfectly bridges the gap between a river runner and a creek boat. High 
volume and high rocker give it the dry line ability and buoyancy that a full-on creekboat needs.

Length: 256 cm/8’5 | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 Ib | Volume: 285 L/63 G

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - QUEEN OF HEARTS
With a width of 62 cm, a length of 250 cm, and a volume of approx. 245 liters, the Queen Of Hearts brings light paddlers 
and youngsters between 35 and 65 kg the fun and performance we love in Black Jack and Royal Flush.

Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 60 cm/23.6’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 Ib | Volume: 245 L/54 G 

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

https://pyranha.com/
https://pyranha.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://www.spadekayaks.com/
https://www.spadekayaks.com/
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DRAGOROSSI - DRX
Designed by the team of DragoRossi paddlers, the DRX is the brand new torrent kayak of the Italian company; ideal for 
paddlers in the weight range between 70 and 90 kg. Easy to use, it is suitable for both expert canoeists and beginners. 
Ideal for rivers with large volumes but also for high-slope creeks, it is incredibly fast and agile. Equipped with: padded 
thigh support, ergo safe footrest, adjustable padded seat, adjustable padded backrest, front and rear pillars, four handles, 
and drain plug.

Length: 274 cm/9’0 | Width: 69 cm//27.1’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48 lb | Max. Cap.: 95 kg/209 lb | 
Material: PE

DRAGOROSSI.COM

DRAGOROSSI - DR9
Designed by the DragoRossi paddlers team, the DR9 is the ‘‘sporty’’ creek kayak of the Italian company, designed for 
paddlers weighing between 60 kg and 80 kg. Easy to use, it is suitable for both experienced and beginner paddlers. Ideal 
for large-volume rivers, it is incredibly fast and agile. Equipped with 3D padded, adjustable leg protectors, shatterproof 
toe-feet, adjustable padded seat, adjustable padded back, front and rear side pillars, four handles, and drain plug.

Length: 269 cm/8’10 | Width: 68 cm/26.7’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 85 kg/187 lb | Material: PE

DRAGOROSSI.COM

EXO KAYAKS - T-REX
Its unique round shape makes the T-Rex the ideal kayak for hard-core paddlers and beginners looking for a stable and 
responsive boat. The continuous rocker along with a flatter tail makes boofing easy without compromising boat speed. 
Thanks to the wise volume distribution, the T-Rex feels like a smaller boat, but the benefit of the volume will be evident 
as soon as needed!

Length: 270 cm/8’10 . 264 cm/8’6 | Width: 65.5 cm/25.8’’ . 65 cm/25.6’’ |  
Weight: 21 kg/46.3 lb . 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 360 L/95 G . 300 L/79.2 L | Sizes: L . S

EXOKAYAKS.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - CODE CREEK
Charging ahead for all skill levels of paddler, the planing hull, high-rockered Code gives immediate feedback, keeping 
everything dialed-in and on-line through any rapid. Available in small, medium, and large sizes, you will find your perfect 
fit with comfort and safety as a given – thanks to customizable class-leading Contour Ergo Creek outfitting.

Length: (S) 254 cm/8’4 . (M) 267 cm/8’9 . (L) 279 cm/9’2 | Width: (S) 66 cm/24’’ . (M) 
68 cm/27’’ . (L) 70 cm/28’’ | Weight: (S) 20 kg . (M) 22 kg . (L) 24 kg | Max. Cap.: (S) 77 
kg/170 lb . (M) 100 kg/220 lb . (L) 118 kg/260 lb | Sizes: S . M . L | Material: Super-Linear 
High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Red . Aqua Fresh . Aurora . Cosmos

DAGGER.COM

LETTMANN - ROCKY LARGE
The Rocky is the perfect symbiosis of our two favorite Creekers. It combines the Granate’s stable and mild characteristics 
with the Manta’s modern features. The Rocky’s stable hull combines speed with control. Beginners will love it trying to reach 
eddies; more advanced paddlers will worthship it when approaching the next waterfall. The rounded edges won’t allow the 
rapids to push too hard, and landings after high drops perform more smoothly. The high and voluminous bow and fat rocker 
allow a dry run even in the heaviest rapids. The Rocky will emerge dry and smooth after every drop, keeping you in charge!

Length: 272 cm/8’11 | Width: 65.5 cm/25.8’’ | Weight: 21 kg/46.3 lb | Volume: 315 L/83 G | 
Max. Cap.: 130 kg/287 lb | Material: HDPE

LETTMANN.DE

https://dragorossi.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
https://www.exokayaks.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://lettmann.de/
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SOUL WATERMAN - DANCER
We’ve been working with the original Dancer mastermind Bill Masters to bring the Dancer back to life nearly 40 years 
after the original. We wanted a boat that’s ‘‘easier’’ to paddle than creek boats on normal rivers. Slightly longer than 
an average creeker means less fatigue paddling, relaxed rocker means better tracking, lower knees makes it easier to 
roll, and a slightly flatish hull through the tail increases initial stability and makes it surf better than a creek boat. The 
new Dancer has the same end goal as the original Dancer: to make it easier to use than the contemporary designs.

Length: 300 cm/9’10 | Width 65 cm/25.5’’ | Volume: 300 L/79 G |  
Paddler weight: 54 kg-95 kg/120 lb–210 lb 

SOULWATERMAN.COM

RIVER
RUNNER

ZET - FIVE
ZET introduces the FIVE, the fifth boat in its lineup. Developed together with top paddlers and the ZET team, this new 
kayak brings all the components kayaker wishes for in a boat for active moves on whitewater. The FIVE is an aggressive 
whitewater boat, gliding nicely over waves and holes, accelerating like a demon and holding its line without any reduction 
in speed.

Length: 270 cm/9’0 | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Volume: 300 L/79.25 G | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb

ZET-KAYAKS.COM

ZET - CROSS
The Zet Cross is sporty, stable, and easy to maneuver. Its long, wide rocker has been designed to move easily through 
waves and holes and boof beautifully even at low speeds. The flat hull and edges of the Cross make it highly responsive 
to its paddler. It accelerates quickly and holds its line perfectly. The Zet Cross is easy to turn and has no ‘‘catchy features,’’ 
making it the perfect kayak for any whitewater purpose and environment.

Length: 272 cm/9’0 | Width: 67 cm/26.4’’ | Volume: 350 L/92.5 G | Weight: 21 kg/46.3 lb

ZET-KAYAKS.COM

SOUL WATERMAN - CHAOS MONKEY
If you’re that guy that just wants to plug a whole bunch of really gnarly stuff, this is your boat. Make sense of the chaos 
out there. Most of the volume is centered around the paddler, while the peaked ‘‘cathedral’’ deck in the bow and stern 
decks with the extreme nose rocker rides this boat high and dry. The hull of this boat is graceful in its lines and sweep. 
It’s designed to flow with the water, not fight it. In just two strokes, you’ll accelerate to cruising speed, and that’s all you 
need to make this boat function.

Length: 290 cm/9’6 | Width: 67 cm/26.5’’ | Volume: 343 L/91 G |  
Paddler weight: 64-105 kg/140 lb-230 lb 

SOULWATERMAN.COM

https://www.soulwaterman.com/
http://zet-kayaks.com/
http://zet-kayaks.com/
https://www.soulwaterman.com/
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PLAYFUL RIVER RUNNERS THAT DO IT ALL, FOR MAXIMUM FUN 
ON EVERY CLASS OF WHITEWATER.  HALF SLICE |

JACKSON KAYAK - ANTIX 2.0
If you were heading to a new river with no beta on what to expect and could only take one boat; you would take the 
Antix 2.0. After three years paddling the original Antix, we were all reminded of how much FUN whitewater is! With the 
masterful reshaping of a full planing hull, the Antix 2.0 is substantially faster, surfs like no other, stays on the surface, 
and squirts with less effort than ever. It runs rivers well, creeks well, and offers the best play in its class! It’s the one boat 
that rules them all for all-day fun on the water.

Length: 231.14 cm/7’7 | Width: 63.4 cm/25’’ | Weight: 15.4 kg/34 Ib |  
Colors: Red . Watermelon . Flame

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

DRAGOROSSI - KUSH
The Kush is DragoRossi’s new river runner. Ideal for paddlers in the weight range between 60 and 85 kg. Easy to use, it 
is suitable for both expert canoeists and beginners. Perfect for river running, it’s ideal for rivers with large volumes but 
also for creeks; it is incredibly fast and agile. Equipped with: padded thigh support, ergo safe footrest, adjustable padded 
seat, adjustable padded backrest, front and rear pillars, two carrying handles, and drain plug.

Length: 270 cm/8’10 | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Weight: 21 kg/46 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 85 kg/187 lb | Material: PE

DRAGOROSSI.COM

NEW
2022

LETTMANN - MACHETE 85 CREEK
We’re proud to say there’s no half-slice as uncompromising as ours. We went with an incomparable rocker profile which 
allows the Machete to emerge in an extremely controlled manner. At the same time, the tail is more slicey, enabling 
you to pirouette for hours. How did we combine such characteristics, one might ask? The Machete is blessed with a 
broad and flat hull from nose to tail, making it pinball over waves and stoppers and switch right back in to control after 
landing. Neat and playful on easy sections, easy to control in heavy whitewater – that’s what the Machete is all about.

Length: 270 cm/8’10 | Width: 65.5 cm/25.8’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Volume: 270 L/71 G

LETTMANN.DE

EXO KAYAKS - ZION SLALOM
The Zion Slalom sets new standards for river runners! Based on the Zion Creek project, this innovative kayak has been 
developed with our team paddlers. This boat is designed for tailies and sending downriver river freestyle. It is a fun 
machine for beginners and advanced paddlers alike. With a clean technique, this boat can be paddled like a creeker 
through difficult cataracts. The Zion Slalom takes river running to a new level and turns every whitewater run into pure fun!

Length: 271 cm/8’10 . 257 cm/8’5 | Width: 66 cm/26’’ . 63 cm/24.8’’ |  
Volume: 298 L/78.7 G . 256 L/67.6 L | Sizes: L . S

EXOKAYAKS.COM

NEW
2022

EXO KAYAKS - REXY
Based on the shape of the EXO T-Rex S with a sleek and slicey upper hull, the Rexy combines the characteristics of a 
playboat with those of a true creeker. Its unique features make the Rexy perfect for tailies and aggressive river running. 
The volume in the front allows stability in big water and makes boofing easy.

Length: 264 cm/8’6 | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 18 kg/39.7 lb | Volume 260 L/68.7 G

EXOKAYAKS.COM

NEW
2022

https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://www.exokayaks.com/
https://www.exokayaks.com/
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SPADE KAYAKS - BLISS
Our new downriver freeride machine! Leave no rock unsplatted, no wave unsurfed, and no eddy-line unsquirted. The 
Bliss will take the fun on your favorite play run to a new level. A length of 245 cm and a planing hull mean it’s perfectly 
suited for playful whitewater and spicing up your runs with freestyle moves. The bow rocker will keep your nose dry, and 
a spacious cockpit will enable you to sit comfortably for hours on the river. It features five handles, a solid footrest, and a 
full-sized cockpit for safety and easy exit. Quote Matze: ‘‘This is what I want to take to the Zambezi!’’

Length: 245 cm/8’0 | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 Ib | Volume: 235 L/52 G 

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - JOKER
If you like to charge through pushy waves and across boiling eddy lines at the speed of a barracuda, the Joker is for 
you. 274 cm long, with an optimized waterline and smooth but pronounced bow rocker, the Joker takes care of your 
need for speed while retaining maneuverability and precision. Turning on a dime when loading the stern is a breeze 
and pirouetting along eddy lines might become your new normal. A slightly narrower platform than the Bliss, but if you 
catch the right wave – oh boy! It features five handles, a solid footrest, and a full-sized cockpit for safety and easy exit.

Length: 274 cm/9’0 | Width: 65 cm/25.6’’ | Weight: 21 kg/46 Ib | Volume: 260 L/57 G 

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

PRIJON - PIKE
THE NEW BENCHMARK FOR RIVERRUNNERS! A river play kayak with an enormous fun factor. A fast and agile shape 
combines the dynamics of a river runner with the safety of a creeker for playing, cruising, and creeking in one boat. It 
has enough rocker and volume to climb up over big holes, a sporty stern, and a planing hull for when you find an inviting 
wave. The Pike accelerates rapidly, reaches speed with just a few strokes, can be paddled on a line and/or turned on the 
spot. In, through, and out of eddies, surfing and carving a pleasure.

Length: 273 cm/9’0 | Width: 61 cm/24’’ | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb |  
Volume: 250 L/66 G| Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198.4 lb

PRIJON.COM

PYRANHA KAYAKS - RIPPER M
Accept no imitations. This boat is so, so, SO much fun! Unbelievable downriver speed that launches you off the top of 
every wave, with the volume and bow rocker to ease your mind about what you meet on the other side, and a playful 
stern that begs you to throw that momentum into an insane tailee wherever the opportunity presents itself. You won’t 
believe how well it surfs, either!

Length: 274 cm/8’11 | Width: 62 cm/24.4 | Weight: 20 kg/44 lb | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198.4 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (HDPE) | Colors: Fire Ant . Smoking Gecko | Sizes: S . M . L

PYRANHA.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - REWIND MD
The ultimate downriver playboat for paddlers of all abilities, the Rewind out-delivers on what boaters need from a modern 
One-Boat kayak – piercing river running capabilities, speed, and an excellent play platform to bring new tricks to any 
run. Including Dagger’s coveted Contour Ergo outfitting, roto step-out wall, and volume-adjustable bulkhead to create a 
fully secure and personalizable rider set-up.

Length: (MD) 267 cm/8’9 | Width: (MD) 65 cm/25.5’’ | Volume: (MD) 249 L/66 G |  
Max. Cap.: (MD) 100 kg/220 lb | Sizes: SM . MD . LG |  
Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene

DAGGER.COM

ZET - CHILI
Simple yet tasteful, the Zet Chili is flavored for fun. Combing the elegance of a modern slalom boat with the playfulness of 
a river runner, the Chili has the right ingredients for all levels of paddlers. A fast, agile hull and a long smooth rocker make 
surfing waves and gliding through holes a breeze. Sporty and nimble, its flirty, flat stern is guaranteed to spice up your eddy 
turns and add zest to your stern squirts and rock splats. The Chili is the go-to choice to unlock the fun potential on the river.

Length: 274 cm/9’0 | Width: 63 cm/24.8’’ | Volume: 233 L/61.55  G | Weight: 18.5 kg/40.8 lb

ZET-KAYAKS.COM

https://www.spadekayaks.com/
https://www.spadekayaks.com/
https://www.prijon.com/
http://prijon.com
https://pyranha.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
http://zet-kayaks.com/
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OFFERING A BIT MORE VOLUME AND STABILITY THAN A FREESTYLE 
BOAT, WHILE STILL ALLOWING  THE PADDLER PLAY THEIR WAY.PLAYBOATS |

PYRANHA KAYAKS - OZONE M
The most fun you can have with your shoes on! The Ozone is Pyranha’s long-awaited return to the river-running playboat 
market! The DNA of the Ozone flows from models such as the ProZone, InaZone, and Z.One; unlock mid-rapid play spots, 
throw some shapes on an eddy line, and just generally enjoy every moment on the water.

Length: 226 cm/7’5 | Width: 63.5 cm/25’’ | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb | Max. Cap.: 90 kg/198.4 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (HDPE) | Colors: Fire Ant . Smoking Gecko | Sizes: S . M . L 

PYRANHA.COM

SOUL WATERMAN - GLIDE
GLIDE: the boat that changed the rules because it was so advanced, it was obviously going to sweep the 1997 world 
freestyle championships. The new Glide changes your perception of what a river running, playful and exciting kayak 
should look like and paddle. It’s going to change the rules you’ve imposed on. This is not a half slice. It’s not a full slice. 
It’s a 2/3 slice that’s as easy to handle as a half slice and as exciting as a full slice.

Length: 235 cm/7’9 | Width: 68 cm/26.8’’ | Volume: 249 L/66 G |  
Paddler weight: 72 kg-108 kg/160 lb–240 lb

SOULWATERMAN.COM

SOUL WATERMAN - DISCO
The Disco is one of the most iconic designs ever to be produced. It was undoubtedly THE game-changer that completely 
changed playboating and freestyle kayaking. We have gone to great lengths to keep the main design features that made 
it so successful, so loved, and enduring while taking into account the feedback from thousands of paddlers that have 
been given to Corran over the past two decades. The Disco has a looser, faster hull, vastly improved ergonomics (both 
knee and foot room), slightly adjusted volume balance bow and stern, and modern outfitting.

Length: 200 cm/6’6 | Width: 64.9 cm/25.6’’ | Volume: 220 L/58 G |  
Paddler weight: 54 kg-86 kg/120 lb-190 lb

SOULWATERMAN.COM

NEW
2022

PYRANHA KAYAKS - JED M STOUT 2
Now available with Stout 2 Outfitting! The Pyranha Jed has proven itself time and again, in freestyle fun amongst friends 
and world class competitions all over the globe. This is a freestyle kayak unlike any other; the Jed is longer than its 
competitors, which allows for a more fluid distribution of volume and comparatively slicey ends for easier trick initiation. 
Extra length also makes it easier to retain features, and means the Jed is fast on waves and smooth on end in holes.

Length: 180 cm/5’11 | Width: 65 cm/25.5’’ | Weight: 13.5 kg/29.7 lb | Max. Cap.: 90 
kg/198.4 lb | Material: MZ3 (HDPE) | Colors: Fire Ant . Smoking Gecko | Sizes: S . M . L

PYRANHA.COM

https://pyranha.com/
https://www.soulwaterman.com/
https://www.soulwaterman.com/
https://pyranha.com/
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JACKSON KAYAK - ROCKSTAR V
Jackson Kayak is proud to continue our legacy of making the best playboats in the world with the Rockstar V! The Rockstar 
V’s goal was to make the best boat for every wave and hole on the planet. We combined the best qualities of our favorite 
older playboats into a sweet new shape that’s a game-changer. The Rockstar V makes it easier to have more fun in all 
kinds of play environments: waves, holes, flatwater, and downriver are all easier and giggle-inducing. Whether you’re just 
learning to get vertical or hoping to WIN the next World Championships, this is the boat.

Length (M): 172.7 cm/5’8 | Width: 66.35 cm/26.1’’ | Height: 37.8 cm/14.8’’ |  
Volume: 223 L/69 G | Weight:13.1 kg/29 lb

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

www.lettmann.de

Our new MACHETE.
2 Sizes. Durable. Lightweight.

Size 65 - 260 / 63 cm / 240 l
Size 85 - 270 / 65,5 cm / 270 l

@lettmanngmbh
lettmann-gmbh

Lettmann GmbH 
Franz-Haniel-Straße 53
47443 Moers / Germany

info@lettmann.de
www.lettmann.de

+49 (0) 28 41 / 99 92 89 - 0

+49 (0) 28 41 / 99 92 89 - 9

HALF SLICE
 DOUBLE FUN! DOUBLE FUN! DOUBLE FUN! DOUBLE FUN!

NEW

www.lettmann.de/machete+49 (0) 28 41 / 54 77 4

MACHETE
The hottest River

Runner out there!

Handmade in Germany

RPI KAYAK - SIBIA
An excellent tool for the initiation to playboating. The Sibia is a versatile and forgiving boat that allows for fast progression 
in whitewater.

Length: 263 cm/8’6 | Width: 59 cm/23.2’’ | Weight: 14 kg/31 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
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BOATS DESIGNED FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OR RIVER-LOVERS.KIDS |

SOUL WATERMAN - RIDE
The Ride is inspired by the revolutionary Glide, but it is not just a small Glide. Its unique design is designed specifically 
for kids and their needs. It is the ultimate river running play machine. It’s not a half slice, but it’s not a full slice either. 
Kids love to play, to surf, to spin. They want to experiment with squirting, so we’ve made this kayak ultra-easy to squirt. 
But they also want a forgiving kayak that will let them challenge themselves in harder rapids. Well, we’ve done that too.

Length: 190 cm/6’3 | Width: 58 cm/23’’ | Volume 150 L/39 G |  
Paddler weight: 31 kg-59 kg/70 lb–130 lb 

SOULWATERMAN.COM

SOUL WATERMAN - TERRIBLE TWO
Our most successful kayak. The Terrible Two is the go-to design to introduce your kids to kayaking. As small and light as 
a creekboat, it can be carried and loaded solo, and it also paddles like a single-seater kayak, so you’re in total control 
all the time. The front cockpit is kid-sized and close enough to you that you can reach your kid at all times–for comfort 
and safety. The front seat adjusts in height so you can set it according to your kid’s size, and lastly, a splash shield keeps 
waves out of their face.

Length: 287cm/9’5 | Width: 68.5 cm/27’’ | Volume: 371 L/98 G |  
Max. Cap.: 140 kg/300 lb

SOULWATERMAN.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - AXIOM 6.9
A responsive and fun kayak for young river runners. The fast planing hull and full-length rail profile provide speed and 
develop control, with tapered stern for tail dips. Outfitted for comfort and learning boat control, the Axiom 6.9 is one 
for the young guns.

Length: 206 cm/6’9 | Width: 57 cm/22’’ | Volume: 148 L/33 G | Max. Cap.: 54 kg/119 lb | 
Material: Super-linear High-Density Polyethylene | Colors: Blaze . Electron

DAGGER.COM

EXO KAYAKS - HELIXIR
Born from the collaboration with Guigui Prod and Exo Kayaks, the Helixir embodies all the hallmarks of a perfect freestyle 
kayak: a balanced design that performs well in holes and waves, slicey ends to cut through the water, volume around 
the cockpit to keep you flying, and a hull design with a rocker that is unique in terms of speed and surfing experience. 
The Helixer performs well for beginners getting their first surfs and those who are pushing the boundaries of this sport. 
New this year is the XS version designed for smaller paddlers.

Length: 179 cm/5’10 . 172 cm/5’6 . 158.5 cm/5’2 | Width: 67 cm/26.3’’ . 65.5 cm/25.8’’ . 
59.5 cm/23.4’’ | Weight: 15 kg/33 lb . 14 kg/30.8 lb . 10 kg/22 lb |  
Volume: 220 L/58.1 G . 202 L/53.3 G . 159 L/42 G | Sizes: M . S . XS 

EXOKAYAKS.COM

https://www.soulwaterman.com/
https://www.soulwaterman.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.exokayaks.com/
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WITH PLENTY OF STORAGE AND EASY ACCESS TO GEAR, THESE BOATS ARE PERFECT FOR MULTI-DAYS ON 
ANYTHING FROM LAKES TO THE GRAND CANYON.CROSSOVER |

DAGGER KAYAKS - KATANA ACTION 10.4
The excitement of whitewater, with the freedom to paddle further. The Katana will take on rapids and glide through calm 
water, with plenty of room in the stern for gear and robust outfitting for everyday use.

Length: 315 cm/10’4 | Width: 69 cm/27’’ | Volume: 393 L/104 G | Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 
lb | Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene | Sizes: 9.7 . 10.4 | Colors: Blaze . 
Electron

DAGGER.COM

PYRANHA - FUSION II M STOUT
Don’t get cross, get a crossover! With the Fusion II, you can combine both whitewater and touring to create bigger 
adventures. You might just be getting started in the sport and haven’t settled on which type of kayaking you prefer, or 
perhaps you’re looking for unrestricted adventures that combine the adrenaline rush of whitewater with a peaceful 
cruise across a lake; either way, the Fusion II has you covered, and even features a spacious hatch for overnight trips 
or a scenic picnic.

Length: 315 cm/10’4 | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Weight: 23 kg/50.7 lb | Max. Cap.: 110 kg/242.5 lb | 
Material: MZ3 (HDPE) | Colors: Fire Ant . Smoking Gecko | Sizes: S . M . L

PYRANHA.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - KARMA TRAVERSE
Back for a limited time only, the Karma Traverse mates a stretched, slightly wider version of the highly acclaimed Karma 
with unique features to make for one of the most versatile crossover  kayaks ever. While the Traverse will handle whitewater 
with ease, its longer waterline and retractable skeg make for less effort when knocking out miles of flatwater. YakAttack 
gear track allows for attachment of all sorts of accessories like camera mounts, smartphone holders, fishing rod holders, 
cup holders and more. Full JK whitewater outfitting including the Unishock footrest system and an optional implosion- 
proof ‘‘Expedition’’ rear hatch cover make the Traverse truly expedition-ready. One boat for many waters and many uses... 
the Traverse.

Length: 315 cm/10’4 | Width: 68.58 cm/27.1’’ | Weight: 23.6 kg/52 lb

JACKSONADVENTURES.COM

DAGGER KAYAKS - KATANA ACTION 10.4
The excitement of whitewater with the freedom to paddle further. The Katana will take on rapids and glide through calm 
water, with plenty of room in the stern for gear and robust outfitting for everyday use.

Length: 315 cm/10’4 | Width: 69 cm/27’’ | Volume: 393 L/104 G |  
Max. Cap.: 136 kg/300 lb | Material: Super-Linear High-Density Polyethylene |  
Sizes: 9.7 . 10.4 | Colors: Blaze . Electron

DAGGER.COM

PYRANHA - FUSION II M
With the Fusion, you can combine both whitewater and touring to create bigger adventures. You might just be getting 
started in the sport, and haven’t settled on which type of kayaking you prefer yet, or perhaps you’re looking for unrestricted 
adventures that combine the adrenaline rush of whitewater with a peaceful cruise along the lake shore; either way, the 
Fusion has you covered. Also available in Small and Large.

Length: 315 cm/10’4 | Width: 66 cm/26’’ | Weight: 23 kg/50 lb | Volume: 319 L/84 G |  
Max. Cap.: 110 kg/243 lb | Material: MZ3 (Advanced Rotomoulded Super-Linear HDPE)

PYRANHA.COM

Via Dell'Artigianato 4 26867 Somaglia (Lodi) - ITALY

info@dragorossi.com - www.dragorossi.com
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In a sport like this - hard work, not much glory...
well, there must be some beauty which ordinary  

men can't see, but extraordinary men do.   
George Yeoman Pocock    

https://www.dagger.com/
https://pyranha.com/
https://jacksonadventures.com/
https://www.dagger.com/
https://pyranha.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
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In a sport like this - hard work, not much glory...
well, there must be some beauty which ordinary  

men can't see, but extraordinary men do.   
George Yeoman Pocock    

https://dragorossi.com/
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WW SIT ON TOP |

NRS - RAVEN INFLATABLE KAYAK
From whitewater thrills to relaxing afternoon floats, the versatile STAR Raven Inflatable Kayak gives you unlimited 
possibilities for fun and adventure on the water. The self-bailing Raven’s stable yet responsive design makes it fun and 
friendly to paddle on any river, from slow-moving flat water to wild Class IV whitewater. The Raven’s 4’’ drop stitch PVC floor 
insert inflates to a rigid 8-10 PSI, giving the paddler a stable and comfortable position above the water.

Length: 299.7 cm. 370.8 cm/ 9’10’’ . 12’2’’ | Width: 38’’ |  
Weight: 16.8 kg . 20 kg/37 lb . 44 lb | Max. Cap.: 124.7 kg . 181.4 kg/275 lb . 400 lb | 
Material: PVC | Colors: Blue . Lime | Sizes: I . II

NRS.COM

DAG - SX 285
The SX 285 is a sit-on-top kayak for teenagers and adults designed to help new paddlers get started and progress in 
whitewater.

Length: 285 cm/9’11’’ | Width: 71 cm/27.9’’ | Depth: 30 cm/11.8’’ | Weight: 22 kg/48 lb | 
Max. Cap.: 130 kg/286 lb | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

DAG - SX 230
The SX 230 is the ideal kayak for young beginners. Light, compact, and easy to handle, children will quickly fall in love 
with this safe kayak.

Length: 230 cm/7’5 | Width: 67 cm/26’’ | Depth: 24 cm/29’’ |  
Weight: 12 kg/26 lb | Max. Cap.: 70 kg/154 lb | Material: HDPE

DAG-KAYAK.COM

INFLA
TABLE

THE PERFECT WAY TO EASE NEWBIES INTO WHITEWATER WITHOUT FEAR OF 
CAPSIZING AND PULLING YOUR DECK. 

https://www.nrs.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.dag-kayak.com/
https://www.paddlerguide.com/
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DRAGOROSSI - POLO 2.90/SLALOM 3.50 K1/C1
Kayak canoe polo supplied with tip and tail cap in soft rubber. Transform it into a slalom kayak that can be used either as 
K1 or C1 in seconds. Transforming the Polo In the Slalom K1-C1 version is straightforward: just replace the rubber tip and 
tail with the slalom tip and tail. The K1 seating system can also be quickly switched to C1. This canoe is specially created 
for instructors, as it makes it possible to carry out multiple sessions of K1, C1, and kayak polo.

Length: 290 cm/9’6 . 350 cm/11’6 | Width: 56 cm/22’’ |  
Weight: 15.5 kg/33 lb | Max. Cap.: 55 kg/121 lb | Material: PE

DRAGOROSSI.COM

DRAGOROSSI - SL3.50 MAX
Slalom kayak. Comes standard with an adjustable padded seat, padded backrest, foot pedals, front, and rear side member, 
and carrying handles. Ideal for canoeists up to 85 kg.

Length: 351 cm/11’6 | Width: 60 cm/23’’ | Weight: 16.5 kg/35 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 85 kg/187 lb | Material: PE

DRAGOROSSI.COM

EXO KAYAKS - XP3
The XP3 offers the possibility of a dynamic and modern game, excellent in defensive maneuvers and fast in counterattacks. 
Equipped with integrated protective tips and a comfortable interior, the XP3 offers the player a performance not far from 
those of a fiberglass kayak. The low weight and good stiffness make it very fast and maneuverable. Both small and 
large paddlers can fit comfortably. The great quality-price ratio makes the XP3 ideal for clubs, schools, and universities.

Length: 300 cm/9’10 | Width: 58 cm/22.8’’ | Weight: 12 kg/26.5 lb

EXOKAYAKS.COM

COMPETITION / RACE |

SOUL WATERMAN - FIREFOX
Designed with 10-time world champion Richard Fox, the Firefox is the definitive plastic slalom kayak. Rather than adhering 
dogmatically to ICF design regulations, we focused on making a plastic boat that is naturally heavier but stronger but 
still paddles like a composite boat. We widened the center, increased the center volume, shortened the length, and 
increased the rocker.

Length: 298 cm/9’11 | Width: 63 cm/24.8’’ | Volume: 240 L/64 G |  
Paddler weight: 55 kg-95 kg/120 lb-210 lb

SOULWATERMAN.COM

NEW
2022

SPECIAL DESIGNS FOR SPECIFIC DISCIPLINE NEEDS.

https://dragorossi.com/
https://dragorossi.com/
https://www.exokayaks.com/
https://www.soulwaterman.com/
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RPI KAYAK - OPT LIGHT
The OPT light is the perfect learning device for children. It is a simple, light, and solid boat: it is perfect to start sailing. 
Your children will learn the first rudiments of the wonderful world of sailing and the amazing sensation of being carried 
by the wind. Options for single layer or dual layer (internal foam) construction.

Length: 250 cm/8’2 | Width: 120 cm/47.2’’ | Weight: 48 kg/106 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

RPI KAYAK - RAYA 13
The RAYA 13 is a fishing and touring canoe designed for use in rivers and/or lakes. Rather versatile, the RAYA 13 can be 
used as a traditional canoe with oars or as a boat. Three-layer design (PE sandwich) or single-layer design. Possible to 
use with a 2 hp electric motor so you can focus on fishing or enjoying the scenery.

Length: 394 cm/13’0 | Width: 108 cm/42.5’’ | Weight: 42 kg/92.6 lb

POLYROTOGROUP.COM

HOBIE - MIRAGE TANDEM ISLAND
Hop aboard with a friend. With dual MirageDrive 180s providing forward and reverse pedal power, maneuvering is a 
snap even when the zephyrs subside. New for 2020 is our patented Kick-Up Fins that automatically ‘‘kick-up’’ on contact 
with an underwater obstacle. The central hull is pure high-end Hobie with all the expected features: multiple Twist and 
Seal hatches; a large bow hatch for below-decks storage; lever-operated rudder and centerboard deployment; and dual 
rudder control. The Mirage Tandem Island is Hobie’s ultimate fish hunter, capable of marlin teasing trolling speeds.

Length: 564 cm/18’6 | Width: 305 cm/10’0 (amas out) | Weight: 109 kg/240 lb |  
Max. Cap.: 272 kg/600 lb | Material: Rotomolded Polyethylene

HOBIE.COM

THE BOAT YOU NEED WHEN A REGULAR KAYAK JUST WON’T CUT IT. 

ROTO MOTOR BOATS - ROTO 450S
Meet the ROTO 450—fast, compact, and extremely stable, made for multifunctional use. The ROTO 450s is extremely easy 
to handle, robust, stable, and reliable due to its advanced design and unique production process. All of this results in a 
high degree of security and safety for users. One of the advantages of the ROTO 450s is that it is roto-molded in one single 
piece and made with three-layer technology, which ensures the exceptional rigidity of the hull despite its low weight and 
high capacity. The ROTO 450s is produced in Slovenia by ROTO, a leading European manufacturer.

Length: 450 cm/15’0 | Width: 180 cm/71’’ | Weight: 230 kg/507 lb

ROTO-GROUP.EU

https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://polyrotogroup.com/
https://www.hobie.com/
https://www.kayaksession.com/
https://roto-group.eu/
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Want to dip a toe in the water? Or are you 

ready to dive in headlong? Whatever your 

next adventure, we’ve got the gear to help 

keep you safe and happy.

palmequipmenteurope.com

Jump inJump in

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/


Ethical Trading 
Initiatives

Carbon offset 
shipping

100% recycled
cardboard

1% of All Direct Sales to 
Watershed Conservation

New eco-friendly 
line in 2022

Sustainability
starts with us.

And by us, we mean all of us.

Learn more at www.levelsix.com

For Life On The Water

We have to preserve and cherish 
the environment, not only for 

the preservation of paddling but 
for the health and well-being 

of the planet. Freshwater is our 
most precious resource.

We’re in this together.
Every member of the paddling 
community must fight for a 
sustainable future and preserve 
the waterways now and for the 
future.

Over 50,000 plastic
bags saved per year

https://levelsix.eu/
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